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Abstrac t 

MAKING A LIVING IN THE PERFORMING ARTS 
Refomt in Canadian Postsecondary Performing Arts Curriculum 

Eq~tipping Artists with Essential Career Management Sküls 

Diminished public Cunding for the live performing arts in 
Canada has precipitated the disappearance of many traditional 
avenues of employrnent for performers. The response from the 
performance cornmunity has been a surge in independent 
production activities. Performing artists. who face a future of self- 
employment. need to acquire basic entrepreneurial skills in order to 
effectively access opportunities in this changing environment. 
University perfoming arts prograrns typically concentrate on the 
development of creative skills and often neglect to equip aspiring 
perforrners with basic career management and business skills. 
Cumculum needs to be shaped in a direction more compatible with 
the demands of the profession. Possible govemment interventions are 
suggested and a rudimentary framework is proposed for the 
integration of requisite self-employment related courses within 
existing postsecondaq performing arts prograrns. 
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Making A Living Making Art 

Reform in Canadian Postsecondary Performing Arts Cumculum: 
Equipping Artists with Essential Career Management Skills 

Preface 

A group of four colleagues. al1 trained and experienced singers and 

actors. sat around a table facing a crisis-a crisis of success. They 

collectively had the talent. education and training to create. rehearse and 

present a variety of music and theatre presentations. In the five years 

since the group's inception they had built a good reputation and modest 

professional career within Calgary. Unfortunately they were il1 prepared 

For what happened next. Someone had noticed them. In fact a lot of 

people had noticed them and the group was currently facing a barrage of 

offers to perform from arts organizations across the country. 

All of their collective consewatory. university and stage experience 

had not prepared them for the task at hand: how to establish a fee 

structure. manage a tour. develop a marketing plan. produce press 

packages. set up accounting procedures. administer royalty agreements. 

produce and market sound recordings and generate and negotiate 

contracts. 

There been not been a single business course at the Conseivatory 

or Faculty of Music. No Canada employrnent counselor was able to offer 

insight into the self-employment challenges that faced this group. 

challenges particular to the performing arts. Since these young artists 

were only just beginning theu careers they hadn't yet gained access to 



information or services which might be available through mernbership in 

professional associations or unions. In that limbo at the end of years of 

education they were making the proverbial leap across the yawning gap to 

a performance career ... without a net. 

And that's the problem. Canadian government policies and 

programs generally do a good job of supporting the educational and 

employment infrastructure. but for most artists who face a life-long career 

of self-employment there are critical gaps in the ladder to success. 

This in a nutshell is the subject of this thesis. Although theatre and 

music professionals in Canada are given a fine grounding in the practice 

of their particular art form. it seems that rnany forma1 post-secondary 

educational and training programs lack the adequate career information. 

and the relevant cumculum or faculty expertise to address the need for 

business and management skills absolutely essential to sustaining and 

launching a successful career in the performing arts. 

I was one of the artists sitting at  that table. In fact. that same night 

1 became the administrative director of the group and subsequently 

guided this a cappella vocal quartet through a successful decade-long 

career in the perfoming arts. I would have Uked some help. Whether or 

not they realize it yet. other students who plan to pursue a career in the 

performing arts. would like some help too. 



Introduction 

Reform in Canadian Arts Training and Education Policy: Equipping 

Perforrning Artists with Essential Sel f-Management Skills 

Traditional funding sources for the live performing arts in Canada 

are diminishing. This has precipitated the disappearance of many 

traditional avenues of employment and development for emerging 

performing artists. The grass roots response from the music and theatre 

communities has been a surge in self and independent production 

activities. Perfoming arts showcases and festivals are becoming ventable 

talent supennarkets. Institutional performing arts organizations. in their 

eKoorts to cope with CU tbacks. are increasingly engaging these 

independent/self producing artists. This is essentially effecting a shift in 

the role of these organizations from that of producers to that of presenters. 

Current federal and provincial arts funding and post secondary 

policy and curriculum are not necessarily geared to these changing 

d~iarn ics .  The 1993 Cultural Labour Force Survey indicates that over half 

of the Canadian cultural workforce is seif'-employed. This in itseif is a 

clear indicator that Canadian artists recluire practical basic 

entrepreneurid skills if they are to effectively access opportunities in Our 

changing economy. Major arts funding bodies and educational institutions 

have typically concentrated on assisting in the development of creative 

abilities. often neglecting to equip artists with the basic career 



management and business skills necessary for them to make a living 

making their art. There is an urgent need for program and policy reform in 

this area. 

It is unfortunate but often the case that many emerging performing 

artists discover upon graduation that they are il1 equipped to deal with the 

realities of the business of making art. Gone are the days of major 

government handouts with no strings attached. Even the Canada Council 

is now promoting the responsibility of artists in seeking a market for their 

arts. Flow can we expect these artists to do this if the only skills they have 

developecl are acting. singing or dancing ? 

Ensembles like the Canadian Brass, shows like Letter From 

Winglleld Farm and performers like puppeteer Ronnie Burkett have often 

cut their teeth alone (and largely unsupported) on showcase. festival and 

fringe circuits. Yet not enough emerging artists are even aware of (let alone 

possess the skills to take advantage of) the opportunities available to 

them through such performance 'springboards". 

With shnnking subsidies on the horizon governments. industry and 

those institutions which train and educate performing artists must take a 

coordinated approach to the nurturing and development of poiicies which 

will act to ensure that emerging perfonning artists are equipped with the 

full ski11 set necessary to deai with shilting trends and changing 



economies. 1 believe reforms in these areas would greatly contribute to the 

development of indigenous Canadian performing arts presentations. 

With governments currently breathing down the necks of post- 

secondary institutions in Canada and insisting on accountabiiity in terms 

of employment outcornes. the time is ripe to put into place policies which 

wvill enable graduating artists to more easily negotiate the gap between 

etlucation and profession. In order to do this a number of factors must be 

considered: the nature of a performing arts career itself. current trends in 

the profession . the base ski11 set necessmy in order to access or create 

performance opportunities, indus@ information and organizations whose 

mandate it is to nurture ernerging professionals. the availability of relevant 

career information, and the money to facilitate the coordination of these 

activities. 

The focus is on universities for a number of reasons. First, because 

of statis t ics which indicate that an  unusually high percentage of 

performing arts professfonals have attended university. Secondly. because 

college performing arts prograrns, being typically guided by vocational 

concerns. often already include curriculum related to career management. 

Nthough national professional arts training schools and private schools 

are nientioned in passing. these types of institutions tend to serve a more 

limited student base and operate within patterns of funding and 

goovemance which are essentially unique. 



Through this investigation my hope is to identifjr possible strategies 

to promote the integration of requisite self-ernployrnent related courses 

within existing performing arts education and training programs. 

Ultirnately 1 believe such courses should become a fundamental 

prerequisite within al1 such programs. Curriculum needs to be shaped in 

a direction compatible with the realities of the profession. 

The 1996 Cheney report -Perspectives On Training In The Cultural 

Sector. Drawing Implications Irom the 1993 Cultural Labour Force 

Survey" indicates that over 45% of the members of the cultural workforce 

hold ~iniversity degrees. In the perfonning arts the percentage is even 

higher. Such generally high levels of education in the profession indicate 

that a majority of professionals could have had access to training in these 

areas had it been available and mandatory either within the context of 

post-seconclary education and training programs or alternatively through 

Rovemment employrnent programs. 

My research will track recent shifts in policy at the federal level: 

specifically focussing on the work of the national organization responsible 

for addressing the developmental needs of arüsts who work in the 

perforrning arts sector. the Cultural Human Resources Council (CHRC). i 

wil l  look at current post secondary educational policy and practices at the 

provincial level: specifically focusing on Universities in Alberta and 

Ontario. 



While education has long been a provincial responsibility. only 

recently has responsibility for labour market training been devolved to the 

provinces. This new wrinkle may provide an opportunity for pro-active 

changes in policy which will influence educational and training 

institutions in the development of curriculum suited to the particular life- 

ski11 needs of the performing arts econorny. 

An important aspect of this inquiry is the identification of specific 

business skills sets relevant to the performing arts profession. One thing 

which may have affected the availability of courses in self-employment 

skills for performing artists in the past may have been the lack of 

appropriate resources in this area. The answer may be on the horizon. 

CHRC has recentiy developed curriculum related to business skills 

developnient for self-employed cultural workers. 

These self-employed artists and small-scale producers in many 

senses constitute a creative 'margin" in the performing arts community. 

A s  such they possess a certain degree of freedom from "canonical" 

definitions of art coupled with strong connections to the grass mots 

culture and audiences of Canada. Fostering the seifkustainability of such 

initiatives will. 1 believe. ultirnately lead to the creation of performance art 

which by nature organically reflects the spint of Canada as a nation. 

In the spirit of New Historicism 1 acknowledge that this paper has 

i ts  mots in observations and experience gleaned over almost 20 years in 



the profession a s  both an artist and arts administrator. The focus is on 

live performance. specifically music and theatre. a s  these are the areas 1 

am most familiar with. 

The singing group mentioned in the preface was GUILD. a Calgaq 

based a'cappella vocal quartet. The groupes repertoire ranged from Brahms 

to Blues and from Mozart to Manhattan Transfer. Solid musicianship and 

vocal talent were GUILD's basic musical qualifications. Its key selling 

points were personality. comedy and theatricality. 

GUILD enjoyed a very successful career in Western Canada from 

198 1 to 199 1. In the beginning the group started out singing specialized 

(and sornetirnes customized) repertoire in chamber music settings. Ten 

years later GUILD had created and produced 3 shows. and toured 

extensively throughout Western Canada and into Ontario and the 

Northwest States. The group had performed on radio and television and in 

numerous and diverse venues from the slopes of a ski hi11 at the 88 

Olympics to the Jack Singer Concert Hall. CUILD became such a fixture at  

Calgary festivities that I used to joke that Ralphie Klein opened for us on 

Canada Day. The group also self-produced. released and marketed a 

successful commercial recording. By 1988 GUlLD had become so 

successful that 1 quit my day job a s  a theatre publicist because 1 was 

making more money singing part- time. 



In the first few years the growth of the group's popularity was 

organic and easily managed. Three years after GUILD was founded. 1 

attended Alberta Showcase for the first tirne and caught a performance of 

the group Quintessence. (essentially a woodwind version of the Canadian 

brass) An idea was born. 

A feew months later GUILD was asked to do a 2 week run as part of 

a local theatre's guest artist series. As a result GUILD created its first 

show. Sentimental Journey. Based ever so loosely on a girl meets boy 

premise. the show paid musical homage to the harmonies of the forties. It 

is interesting to see that a similar guest artists vocal ensemble is featured 

in the NAC Orchestra's Pops prograrn for the 2000/2001 Season. Things 

are slowly changing. In the early days of GUILD. the Canada Council 

dicln't have a clue what to do with us. They seemed flummoxed when faced 

with the task of trying to categorize a classically trained a'cappella vocal 

quartet which sang across a dizzying number of disciplinary boundaries. 

GUILD followed Mary Lou Fallis's Prima Doma on the Lunchbox 

Stage. Sentimental Journev e m e d  rave reviews. attracted good audiences 

and garnered the attention of Alberta Culture. the provincial department 

which funded Alberta Showcase. Within a year GUILD had created two 

more shows and was slated for performance at Alberta Showcase. The 

scene related in the preface followed hard upon the heels of Showcase. I t  

was at this point. when engagers began banging on our doors to hire us 

and agents started lining up to represent us. that the four members of 
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GUILD came to a collective realization that Our education and training in 

the performing arts had in no way prepared us  for what we were facing. 

We were facing a career. In spite of the fact that we had al1 been trained 

as perforrners someone rnissed teliing us  what we'd really need to know 

when the actual performing opportunities came around. We needed to 

know how to run a business. 

Having taken on administrative leadership of the group 1 had to give 

myself the quickest crash course in the world on running a tounng 

production Company. After GUILD had successfully s u ~ v e d  what 

amounted to a career management baptism of fire. other artists began to 

corne to me seeking 'how to' advice. It is gratifymg that a number of the 

artists 1 mentored went on to establish successful performance careers. 

There were two things which frustrated me at the time. One was the 

fact that Alberta Culture had plenty of money to support a provincial 

tounng infrastructure. but had no expertise on tap to help artists leam 

the business side of a performance career. Secondly. 1 was fmstrated that 

in spite of al1 the money and tirne the four members of GUILD had 

collectively invested in musical education and training not a one of u s  was 

remotely cognizant of the practicalities of the profession. Presumably this 

was because either our teachers or professors didn't know. or alternatively 

that they didn't consider it important. Meanwhile 1 had a host of tuition 

paying. soon to be graduating performing arts students. Uning up to ask 

me how to do it. 



My present impetus to seek avenues for change in relation to arts 

education and training practices in Canada is borne in part out of these 

persona1 frustrations experienced in the launch of my own performance 

career. empathy for the hundreds of struggling performers 1 have known 

ancl a genuine concern for recently graduated performing artists who are 

trying to get started in the business. 

My primary intention is to examine the new climate of the 

performing arts in the 2 1st centuv and to propose reforms within 

cclucation and training policy that will enable Canadian performing 

artists to "make a living making their art". It is hoped that individuals 

and governing bodies who make and shape post-secondary performing 

arts cumculum will be prompted to examine the relevance and 

effcctiveness of their prograrns of study and that governrnent will recognize 

that such curriculum reforms would contribute to improved school-to- 

work transitions. 

The devolution of responsibility for employment and training (and 

transfer of federal funds) to many provinces should assist Ministries. 

Institutions and Funding Agencies in the cooperative development of 

parallel policies and funding initiatives to help facilitate such changes. 

Development and support of pilot projects in this area would not only offer 

ernerging artists a spnngboard to a professional career. it would serve to 

encourage and cultivate increased creative activity at the grass roots level 

thus paving the way for future growth of the performing arts in Canada. 



The Performing A r t s  Climate in Canada 

A n  Artistes Life 

Early one moming a t  the theatre, before the box office opened. the 

phone rang. 1 answered it. The caller was job hunting. She wanted to 

apply for a job as an actress. She wondered how much it paid. After a 

Pairly bemusing 10 minute discussion concerning such issues a s  training 

for a career in the theatre. the nature of work a s  an actress and 

membership in the Canadian Actors Equity Association 1 hung up the 

phone and shook my head. This young hopeful had the notion that 

applying for work as an actress was like applying for a job as  a secretary. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. 

A profession in the performing arts is not a job. with a regular 

paycheck. benefits and a boss. but a self-perpetuated business. where the 

procl~ict is your talent. ski11 and creative vision. Seu-employment is a way 

of life for professionals in the perlorming arts. Implications drawn from the 

1993 Cultural Labour Force Survey conducted by Stats Canada (Cheney) 

show that fully 80% of working professionals in the performing arts 

operate on a partially or fully self-employed basis. This is an astonishingly 

high figure. especially when compared against the 14% self-employrnent 

figure of the Canadian Labour force as a whole. 

Most pos t-secondary institutions offer performing arts prograrns 

wvith cumculum based on the erroneous assumption of a -job" as an artist 

upon graduation. These assumptions are unfortunateely widespread. 



A job-style opportunity rnay have been more common in the 

halcyon days of the 60's and 70's when a flood of money into the arts 

spawned a huge nurnber of performing arts organizations. but this is no 

longer the case. In fact as support for the non-profit arts continues to 

clecline there are likely to be even less institutional style opportunities 

available to artists. Most periorming artists operate on a contract basis 

outside of the traditional employer/employee paradigm. Often economic 

rewards and recognition lag Car behind the amount of energy. time and 

money artists invest in the development of their art or talent. With such 

high levels of self-employment it becomes clear that very few performing 

arts graduates will step neatly from school to the profession. 

Performance abilities are only one aspect of the ski11 set needed to 

successf~illy build a performance career. In order to compete on an even 

playing field. and to contend with trends related to dwindling support for 

non-profit arts institutions. emerging artists need to be equipped with 

career related self-management. marketing and business skills. Self 

rniployment requires a broad range of career-management skills such as  

self-promotion and job search (audition) techniques. networking. contract 

negotiations and business administration skills. "It seems appropriate 

that educational programs provide artists with the marketable skills they 

need to eam a living." (Toutant 3) 

Al though recen t performance graduates have excellent disciplinary 

training and a solid academic foundation. too often the context of formal 

education in a university setting leaves them ili-prepared for the true 
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nature of a performing arts career. Training institutions have 

concentrated on providing the necessary skills in technique. rather than 

the business of being an artist." (Neil 3) 

A s  emerging performing artrsts launch their careers they will 

becorne members of the Cultural labour force. one of the fastest growing 

sectors in the Canadian economy. From 1981 - 199 1 the cultural labour 

Sorce grew at a rate of almost twice that of the Canadian labour force a s  a 

whole. Publications on hot new careers cite tremendous growth in 

performing arts professions related to both theatre and music. Trends in 

the growth of arts and culture opportunities \vil1 grow stronger during the 

late 1990's. creating a multitude of career opportunities in fields usually 

considered overcrowded and underpaid." (Feather 82) Arnong the 14 

occupations which are predicted to experience the greatest levels of 

demand are Actor. Actress. Singer. Musician. Composer and Dancer. 

More than 50°h of the cultural labour force is engaged directly in 

creative occupations. 16% of these creative occupations fa11 into the 

category of live performing arts and audio-visual (film and television). 

These are. for the most part. educated and experienced professionals. The 

Cultural Labour Survey released in July of 1995 shows that over 51% of 

cultural workers launch into the professional marketplace with a degree or 

diploma in hand cornpared with 15% of the total expenenced Canadian 

labour force. An additional 32% have some post s e c o n d q  education. In 

other words. more than 80% of performing arts professionals have. during 



their early developmental period. spent tirne within the sphere of influence 

of a post-secondary educational institution. 

In spite of such generally high levels of education. economic studies 

indicate that there is "an appreciably lower level of mean and median 

eamings among artists than among other workers of similar educational 

and professional standing." (Throsby 18) 

T h e  cultural sector labour force, as identified from the census data. 

is highly educated and relatively young in cornparison to the total labour 

force. It is more concentrated in the creation of works of art than in their 

dissemination. Although the average employment income of workers in 

this sector as a whole is similar to the national average. many earn less 

thari average. Their level of education does not yield the same financial 

benefits as in the rest of the labour force." (Labelle) 

Lire as a perîonning artist is not a route to quick riches. T h e  

relatively low material rewards in the sector are a natural corollary of self- 

ernployed status and oversupply of labour.' (McGee 3) This has often 

proven to be the case in my experience. Most actors 1 have known 

work only an average of three to five contracts per year. each contract 

being about six weeks in length. This translates to 18-30 weeks of income 

at $400-$500 per week (union C-G House minimum) or a total of 

$ 7.200 to $ 15.000 per year. And these are the moderately successful 

actors. 

The situation is not greatly different for perforrning artists in the 

music industry in Canada. These artists either migrate from gig to gig in 
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major urban centres (with minor remuneration) or cross the country 

playing fair dates and community perfoming arts series as  a means to a 

living. 

The group Leahy provides an example of this. Leahy. a f'mily 

instrumental music ensemble, won a tremendous amount of media 

attention and praise following the group's appearance on a 1998 Shania 

Twain television special. Nevertheless. in order to make a living. the group 

continues to perform at country fairs and festivals. As recently as July of 

1999 the group performed at  Kingston's Fort Henry. For Leahy this reality 

of the business hasn't changed much since 1 first shared the stage with 

theni at the Calgary Stampede some 14 years ago. It is to their credit that 

these artists stick it out. 

The case of the actress/secretq caller is an  extreme. yet 1 relate it 

becaiise 1 have found that such false perceptions are not uncornmon 

amongst perfoming arts graduates embarking on a career. 

As musical advisor to Lunchbox Theatre 1 was often involved in the 

casting process and thus had the opportunity to view the talents of many 

recent graduates from behind the audition table. Many young performers 

who had enjoyed lead rotes in college or university productions passed 

through the doors of the theater expecting sirnilar levels of recognition. 

Few e-qected to encounter the Canadian Actors' Equity Assocation (CAEA) 

apprenticeship system. In fact many were not even aware that CAEA 

mernbership \vas generally a prerequisite for performance in one of 

Canada's professional theatres. 
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Sorne training and educational institutions are aware of the needs 

and are actively seeking ways to support initiatives which will address 

such needs. In a 1994 letter to the Minister of Human Resources 

Development Canada requesting support for just such an initiative. the 

Banff Centre stated the case. 

When the Banff Centre's Music Department held an international 
review of its programming. the 9 cornmittee members (educators. 
performers. arts administrators al1 strongly rooted in the cultural 
industry) strongly urged us to move into the area of practical and 
business skills development for musicians. Over and over. instances 
were cited showing that young performers in this country are being 
trained to perform. but not to package their performance skills. or to 
communicate their artform in meaningful ways. (Adams) 

Before identifjnng ways in which to facilitate cumculurn reform. a 

number of factors must be considered; 

the nature of a performing arts career itseif. 
some areas cf opportunity for emerging artists. 
certain trends in the profession a t  present. 
the base skill set needed in order to access such opportunities. 
industry organizations 
the availabili ty of relevant career information 
money to facilitate al1 of these activities. 

At the junction of this inquiry are many complex questions 

regarding government agendas. jurisdiction and funding. questions of the 

mission of educational institutions which provide arts training, and 

whether such institutions are in a position to rneet such needs. 



Getting Started 

To choose a career in the performing arts is to choose a Me of self' 

ernployrnent. Each performer is in essence in business for herself or 

himself. At Ontario Contact. an annual performing arts conference in 

Toronto. musicians who may have had success in local coffee houses and 

festivals stand behind trade fair tables certain that the talent evident on 

their FACTOR funded demos will skyrocket them to stardom. That is of 

course for those who even know about such events. Instant f m e  is the 

exception rather than the rule. Most artists still pay their proverbial dues 

Delsre even apprnaching the attainrnent of a stable. let alone lucrative 

career. 

Although stones abound of the discovery of stars by talent scouts. 

the fact is that artists must have opportunities to display the& talents in 

order for that talent to be noticed. How does one find such opportunities 

and access them? Where are the links between education and the 

profession? Some university performing arts departrnents do make a 

point of hiring faculty with some experience in the profession. Yet it seems 

these professionals are seldom engaged for their ability to deiiver career 

management related curriculum. Generally such speciaiists are brought in 

to teach specific discipline related skills (voice, movernent. irnprov. mime 

etc.) or academic courses on the history and theory of the art form. 

University calendars in Ontario and Alberta seldom include course 

offenngs with descriptions that in any way relate to the business aspects 

of the performing arts. 
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Training of new entrants to the cultural labour force often will 
ignore the business realities. Most institutions in Canada provide 
excellent training in the techniques of the profession. Actors know 
how to perform on stage or before the microphone ... but few of these 
institutions provide basic life skiils to the student. Littie is taught 
about the challenges of making a living as  an artist. No-one teaches 
the student how to market and prornote themselves or how to 
prepare for an audition. The graduate is usually unprepared for 
surviving as a self-employed professional in a competitive field. 
There is almost an assumption that these skills are subordinate to 
the art or will somehow be transmitted by osmosis on graduation. 
(Neil 13) 

There is increasing pressure on Universities to provide greater 

program relevance. The pressure is not so much aimed at broad liberal 

arts programs which are geared to a rnastery of general knowledge but 

rather at those tmes + - of programs (journalism might be an example) that 

are by nature intended to deliver an education which will prepare students 

for work in the profession. 

Universities often offer drarna or music students a safe 

environment (protected from the flnancial pressures present in most non- 

profit performing arts organizations) in which to develop and practice 

singing. acting and dancing skills. Such activities do provide students 

with an opportunity to gain invaluable experience and practice performing 

arts skills and techniques. Unfortunately the possibility exists that in this 

pressure cooker of performance, students may form false assumptions 

about the realities of drumming up and creating work in the i n d u s t q ~  

Students may corne out assuming that gigs, roles and audition 

opportunities will always be easily avaüable. This is not the case. 



A student just embarking on a self-employed performance career 

rvill spend at least a s  much time (if not more) landing work as in actually 

doing the work. *WorkFutures suggests that since most musicians and 

singers work freelance. they should be prepared to manage their own 

freelance businesses." (Toutant I 1) 

it is clear therefore that a performing arts education should prepare 

st~idents iiot only for the "practice" of their art form but also for the 

"pnctice- which is their career. To have chosen to pursue a performance 

clegree is in essence to have chosen an "applied" degree from the outset. 

The clevelopment of skills and knowledge related to the art form in such a 

program is specifically intended for application in a professional 

perrormance context. Yet evidence suggests that "Artists who were in 

primarily self-employed occupations did not receive career management 

preparation in their forma1 training." (Tabet 1) 

There are increasing demands from industry for graduates who 

possess such real-world skills. In the field of architecture. a related 

cultural discipline. there has been recent evidence of this. In a move 

clearly iiitencled to address the human resources development needs of 

the indus try. The Professional Association of Architects recently mailed 

handbooks on marketing to each of its members. Like a lawyer. an 

architect must often establish and build a practice. Like an architect. a 

perforn~ing artist must oRen build and establish his or her own career. 

In the performing arts there are similar professional associations 

which edst to provide services to members and collective bargaining clout 
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to perlormerç. Organizations like ACTRA. (The Association of Canadian 

Television and Radio Artists) provide similar ongoing professional 

development opportunities to artists. There are stumbling blocks 

however. in terms of student access to such programs. Unlike graduates 

of some other university professional programs. performing arts graduates 

do not. by virtue of graduation. attain membership in a related 

professional association. The professional development programs of 

organizations like ACTRA are more geared to the needs and pocketbooks 

of the established professional than to the needs of the emerging artist. 

In 1993 the Canadian Conference for the Arts recognized the need 

for greater scope and improved effectiveness in arts training in Canada 

and responded by putting into place the Cultural Sector Training 

Cornmittee. By 1995. with assistance from HRDC (Human Resources 

Development Canada). this a m  of the CCA became an independent 

organization known a s  the Cultural Human Resources Council (CHRC). 

The mandate of CHRC is to 'strengthen the cultural 

workforce". The membership of the organization is drawn from the 

profession itself. Studies commissioned by CHRC are subject to complex 

validation processes involving members of the community itself. One such 

early study "Creating Careers" revealed significant gaps in forma1 training 

programs in terms of a lack of course content related to the business or 

career self-management dimensions of the profession. 

Such studies suggest that cumculum of post-seconday 

performing arts prograrns should include: 
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High level creative skills development 
Self -promotion and career management 
Administration. accounting and marketing 
Legal matters (e.g. nghts, management and contracts) 
Business skills and entrepreneurship 

The CHRC music subsector report. 'Sound Of The Future" 

highlights the special needs of youth and new entrants to the musical 

profession. 

The process of transition into the labour force is often dilTicult. and 
success does not always go to the most talented. Often the 
individual most prepared for the realities of existence as a self- 
ernployed professional succeeds while the more musically proficient 
rails. The existing training institutions provide excellent skills in 
musicianship but ignore the challenges the graduate will face when 
they are sent into the real world. Little time is spent in providing 
skills in audition techniques or marketing. stage presentation. or 
public relations. Few institutions teach the mechanics of 
establishing and operating a small business. which is what every 
self-ernployed worker constitutes. (Sound Of The Future 14) 

Members of the professional music community appreciate the levels 

of musicianship demonstrated by recent grads. but are dismayed by their 

dwindling prospects. "Fine Art Career Pathways." a research project of the 

B.C. government, relates the following excerpt from a speech by well- 

known studio musician Mort Lindsey. in his 1976 address to the National 

Association of Schools of Music: 

The subject suggested for the basis for my talk was. quote: What Are 
the Strengths and Weaknesses of the Young Musicians Who Have 
Jus t  Completed Their University Studies?. It's a good question but it 
leaves roorn for controversy. The answer is simple-1 fmd their 
abilities spectacular. What bothers me about these superior 
musicians is that most of them will never be able to use the& skills 
to earn a livelihood. What bothers me more is that. either through 
ostrich-like ignorance or downright deception. institutions of 



learning are training music majors for careers which long ago 
ceased to exist. (Toutant 31) 

With such high percentages of Canadian performing artists 

pursuing university studies the quality of such programs becomes a 

serious concern. Highly educated perfomers tend to be the rule rather 

than the exception. T h e  sector regards the traditional arts degree. a s  

currently configured. to be the essential prerequisite to employment in the 

industry." (Drewes 18) Unfortunately for most active members of the 

profession "the forma1 education system is seen to be insufficient in t e m s  

of real impact on work." (Cheney 3)The basic premise and pattern of the 

liberal arts program is still regarded by the sector to be the best vehicle 

through which to deliver performing arts training. 

"Dissatisfaction with the cumcular content of university courses is 
directed more at  the need to augment studies rather than a desire to 
change them. Specifically. a need is perceived to equip those 
individuals in the libenl arts programs with career preparation or 
business skills. without which they will be unable to convert their 
interest in the arts into vocations. (Drewes 19) 

It would seem a simple step to merely build additional needed 

components into e.dsting programs. 

There are several ways that educational programs can improve the 
likelihood of employrnent. These include providing cumculum that 
is relevant to industg needs and to ensure that students who 
graduate from arts prograrns have strong career management skills. 
(Toutant 12) 



Culture in Canada 

Why al1 of this recent attention and investrnent in the development 

of cultural professionals? Culture in Canada has become one of the 

fastest growing sectors of the economy. Statistics (1 993/94) have s h o w  

that the cultural sector contributes 23.8 billion dollars to the gross 

clomestic product. In other words the initial 6.2 billion dollars in 

expenditures on arts and culture ( h m  al1 levels of govemment) virtually 

quadruples in the economy. There are 660.000 jobs (full time equivalents) 

within the cultural sector. This represents 2.5% of the total labour force. 

(PACT 4) There has been "above average growth in employment in the 

cultural sector." (CI'IT 3) Between 199 1 and 1994 employment in the 

cultural sector increased by 33%.(PACT 4) 

"Perhaps most irnpressive is how favourably subsidies to the arts 

compare with other federal initiatives designed to create jobs. The cost of 

creating a job in the cultural sector is roughly $20.000: the cost in the 

industrial sector is $200.000." (Connolly 35) 

Of al1 the areas within the cultural sector. stage performance is the 

second most labour intensive. Within this area alone there are 1 15.500 

jobs. or one sixth of the total cultural labour force. 

Despite the growth in sports. the arts are growing even faster and 
are replacing sports as a primary leisure activity. In 1995. North 
Arnericans spent $5.8 billion attending arts festivals compared with 
$4.billion for sporting events. In 1968 arts spending was only half 
that of sports spending. (Feather 82) 



Yet. of the 6.2 million do t t ed  to culture in the federal budget, only 5%. or 

326 million. goes to the performing arts. The 2.879 biilion the federal 

govemment invests in culture represents only 2% of total federal 

expenditures. Of this 2% only 3.9Vo goes to the performing arts. (PACT 4) 

This translates to only .OS%, or less than one tenth of 1%. of total federal 

expenditures. When we subdivide this amongst the four disciplines 

represented rvithin the performing arts (opera. music. dance. theatre) we 

are looking at  only .06% of the federal budget going to support Lheatre and 

music. To gain a perspective on how minuscule a percentage of the overall 

budget this is. one need only compare this 0.06% with the 10940 committed 

to defense. The idea of cutting a sector with proven economic impact and 

high employment. in exchange for a reduction that probably wouldn't even 

register in the overall budget. seems ludicrous. 

Unfortunately this is not the case and arts organizations across the 

country face an increasingly gloomy future. In 1986 the federal 

govemment produced a report titled "Funding Of The Arts In Canada to 

the Year 200OW. The report recommended an annual 5% increase in 

constant dollars to the arts until the year 2.000. As Canada headed into 

the 90's it becarne clear that not only were such increases never going to 

materialize. the reverse was to be the rule. 

Since 1989 government grants to the performing arts have been 

steadily declining. In 1993/94 government funding of theatre was down 3 

million from the previous year. While earned revenues and fund raising 

were up slightly. reduced funding did have its negative effects. The 
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number of theatre performances went from 40.139 to 38.698. down by 

44 1. (PACT 4) 

Earned revenues account for 47% of perfonning arts revenues. 59V0 

of perforrning arts budgets are aiiocated to personnel expenses. An 

average of only 5% of overall budgets goes to administrative personnel. 

(CITT 3) Salaries for artistic personnel comprise the bulk of expenses. 

Paralleling trends in other sectors. the federal government has over the 

past several years increasingly delegated the responsibility for cultural 

sector fiinding to provincial and local levels of government. 

Reduced funding means reduced numbers of performances. This in 

turn means reduced numbers of patrons. Given the labour intensive 

nature of the performing arts the only way companies can cope with 

S~inding cuts is to cut back on personnel. Lunchbox Theatre in Calgary 

has recently done just that. In the Fa11 of 1995 Lunchbox changed to a 

sepettory acting company system. The company had formerly employed 

35-40 actors per season. With a repertov system the theatre only 

provided employrnent to five actors. While it's wonderful that these five 

performers had steady incomes in this period the other 30 or so self- 

employed artists who used to work with the company were effectively shut 

out. Even more recently the company has had to cut back on the number 

o l  performances going from eight plays per season to seven. and from 

four weeks per play to three. Once again this has cut into contract 

op port unities for performers. 



m e n  one considers the real economic contribution the 

cultural sector is making to the Canadian economy. it is difficult to 

understand the govemment's decisions. lt has been estimated that the 

govemment recovers a s  much as 90% of what it contributes to arts 

organizations through taxes. (Woodcock 180) I doubt whether many other 

Federal job creation initiatives could boast such positive economic returns. 

More to the point however. is that 7 1% of Canadians believe that artists 

contnbute to our society" (CCA 9) 

"Canadians cannot experience a "normal" attribute of 
national lire--contact with their own culture--in any other way than 
through the intervention of the state .... state action is required for 
effective exercise of the Canadian community's right to know things 
about itself and to see the world from its point of view." (Smith 20) 

Considenng the comparatively small amount of capital involved in 

something that contributes to far more than the gross domestic product. 

the government's failure to provide much needed support to the cultural 

sector is. to say the least. perpledng. 'The arts are not ... frills to be 

reiegated to the fringes of Our lives. but essential activities at the centre of 

human existence, creative expressions which ... make us human. (Gray 4) 

The value of the performing arts is not at question here. What is at 

question is whether the large institutional non-profit model of arts 

procluction which has been dominant for the past 40 years is really the 

most viable model for contributing to creative development. especially in 

the ligh t of dwindling government subsidy. 

'The non-profit corporation in the arts is labour intensive ... Its 
economic resources are devoted to the artistic process itself rather 



than a single artifact. performance or production. It is an institution 
rather than an entrepreneur. These basic factors produce an 
inability to convert to economies of scale-to increase volume through 
extensive tours. These three factors produce the fourth. narnely a 
dependency on unearned (contributed) income." (Dimaggio 58) 

Govemments are called on to make up for this short fa11 between 

supply and demand. which economists have termed "the earnings gap". 

"Arts institutions face a gap between eamed income and operating 
expenses that is likely to grow for reasons beyond their control. In 
the manufacturing sector. steady increases in productivity fuel 
higher salaries. The performing arts .... are unable to share in this 
expanded productivity because their technologies are futed..arts 
organizations face steadily rising costs with no way to pay for them 
excep t higher levels of su bsidy ." (DiMaggio 6 1) 

To a certain extent this is a product of the labour intensive nature of 

the arts. "The basic hourly labour required to produce a given work in any 

of the performing arts is the same today as  it always has been." 

(Schuman 43) Woodcock identifies three dangers arts organizations will 

Iàce in attempting to close the gap between revenues and expenses. 

1. Poverty. 

2.Becoming servants of the state and 

3. Becoming victims of the profit motive. (Woodcock 8) 

This tug of war sets up a disabling tension between the economic 

and creative goals of larger non-profit theatres. 

" The same agency that. with one hand. awards grants to produce 
unknown playwrights. with the other. provides a consultant who 
emphasizes the importance of increasing earned income and 
attendance." (DiMaggio 8 1) 



Institutional Ar t s  Production-The Theatre Case 

'The danger exists of creating a predominantly middle-class theatre 
and repertoire. This trend wül accelerate a s  government subsidies 
decline. inflation and production costs increase. and ticket pnces 
soar." (Wagner 20) 

For non-profit theatres. simply maintaining the status quo in these 

difficult times requires al1 their effort. "..most of these theatres have 

beconie bastions of entrenched power with little identifiable vision or 

identity." (Wallace 145) One can't help but sympathize with those caught 

in such conflicting crosswinds. "Even the artistic director is hamstrung. 

H e  must program according to the theory of the lowest common 

denominator in the audience. rather than by his own temperament." 

(Conlogue 3 16) 

Ultimately the consequences will be less creative risk and less work 

for individual artists. 'The balance of plays in a season are given to guest 

directors. These are often other artistic directors, or former artistic 

directors. so that a great horse trading system has developed ..." (Conlogue 

3 15) The picture seems bleak. yet 1 believe recent trends in CO-production 

and guest production, may be a way to cope with future earnings gaps. If 

recent perforrning arts graduates were equipped to produce their own 

work. it is possible that their independent productions rnight be picked up 

to fil1 dots in e-xisting seasons. The profession would benefit from the 

infusion of fresh creative energy and the institutions would benefit from 



the cost benefits associated with greatly reduced pre-production and 

production expenses. 

Within an institutional setting. bound by playwrights unions. 

performers unions and costly workshop mechanisms resources of time 

and money can seldom sketch far enough to assume the risks of new play 

development. The theatre community is virtually sentenced to small casts 

and old standbys. 

Recent cuis in govemment spending threaten to make the picture 

even bleaker for Canadian theatre. A variety of possible coping strategies 

t'or non-profit performing arts companies have been identified. They are as 

tollows: 

1. The Entertainment Strategy 
Giving the public exactly what it wants 

2. The Hypoderrnic Sbategy 
Nutcrackers (or A Christmas Carol) and blockbusters 

3. The Audience Deuelopment Strategy 
Educating the subscnption base 

4. The Conglomerate Strategy 
Performing Arts Centres 

5. The Cost Cuftulg Strategy 
6. The 'Srnail is Beauh&fuf' Strategy (DiMaggio 87) 

A consideration of these strategies reveals that most of them have 

already been tried. Trends toward a homogeneity of repertoire indicate 

that most major theatrical institutions in Canada have indeed forced 

artistic directors to ûy the Entertainment Strategy. giving the people 

exactly what they want. "Conformity. it seems. is primarily a product of 

size. Repertoires of large-budget theatres are far more similar than those 

of smaller ensembles." (DiMaggio 7 1) 



The many companies who produce A Christmas Carol every season. 

are employing The Hypodermic Strategy. including a blockbuster in the 

season to offset losses incurred by less popular lare. Lunchbox Theatre 

regularly used the Audience Development Strategy. developing a strong 

subscription base and then gradually introducing new and more 

challenging repertoire. The National Arts Centre provides an illustration of 

The Conglomerate Strategy. with dance. opera. orchestra and theatre al1 

under one roof. The Cost Cutting Strategy is exactly what it sounds like. 

Indications that neither governments nor corporations will be rescuing 

theatre companies from their fiscal and creative dilemma. suggests that 

none of the aforementioned strategies will avert further decline. 

Cornparisons can easily be drawn between the situation as it affects 

both music and theatre in Canada. Orchestras and opera companies 

across the country have been stmggling for survival for a number of years 

now. In response to subscription declines. programming tends more 

toward the safe. the known and the popular. Big name soloists contribute 

"star" power at the box office. Such pressures leave little room on the 

stage for the talents of emerging artists or for new works by Canadian 

composers and writers. 



Windows of Opportunity 

1 do find some possible ground for optimism in the 6th s u ~ v a l  

strategy DiMaggio posits. the "Small 1s Beautiful" Strategy. 

"In theatre a dense underbrush of episodic. semi-professional but 
artistically vital theatres provide a training ground for more 
established resident theatres." (DiMaggio 7 1) 

And 1 might add. a training ground for emerging artists. Smaller 

organizations. rvith less riding on box office success. are in a better 

position to Cake casting risks. In larger theatre companies. like Stratford. 

box office can often rest on star drawing power. Theatre patrons are 

bound to be drawn to a production of Hamlet with actors like Paul Gross 

or Keanu Reeves in the title role . An unknown recent theatre school 

graduate in the same part. no matter how brilliant. simply does not have 

the same power at the box office. 

Nthough small performing arts companies often siruggle with 

inadequate budgets. a flexible response to such limitations can 

sometimes reiease even greater creativity. 

In Toronto companies designated as  'small' test the limits of the 
mainstrearn. These are the theatres which often mount four or five 
shows a year with a total budget of under $ l5O.OOO - in many 
cases. less than the design budget of a single show produced at  
Strafford. (Wallace 144) 

By way of illustrating possible avenues for success for such 

companies 1 put foward the story of a Canadian theatre professional who 

amved in Ottawa in the Mid 1980's. Having recentîy completed her 

Masters in Directing Laurie Steven was amdous to put her skills to work. 



Un fortuna tely downward fuiancial trends had already manifested 

themselves in the Ottawa theatre comrnunity. Just as  she arrived two 

small local professional theatre companies were about to bite the dust. 

This director took matters into her own hands. securing a performance 

space. raising start-up capital and rounding up local performers for an 

outdoor sumrner production of A Servant Of Two Masters. Odyssey 

Theatre was bom. 

Over ten years later Odyssey Theatre is stronger than ever. 

Odyssey's 1995 season production of Turandot was a completely original 

Canadian work based on the Persian fairy tale about a Chinese riddle 

princess. The scenario by Artistic Director Laurie Steven and script by Lib 

Spry (in collective collaboration with the acting company) put a new 

lèrninist twist on this old story. Both critics and audiences loved it. The 

show played to sold out houses. 

Steven's efforts now provide work for upwards of a dozen artists at 

Equity scale rates [not including support s t a  for 10- 15 weeks every 

summer. This does not include the theatre's activities during the rest of 

the year. The budget may be only around $150.000 - but the quality is top 

notch. Clearly the 'small is beauWU1' strategy has enabled Odyssey to cope 

wvi th economic constraints while maximizing creative output. 

The Company does receive some support from provincial and local 

levels of government. but in strict terms it might very weli not make the 

'professional' designation Canada Council insists upon. This is because 

the company has chosen not to become a member of PACT (The 
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Professional Association of Canadian Theatres). Similarly. other individuai 

theatre workers with professional credentials and ethics may have chosen 

not to belong to CAEA (the Canadian Actors Equity Association). 

Organizations and artists have their own reasons for 

remaining outside the loop. Some decline because Union guidelines can 

prove prohibitive when it cornes to self-producing or working in CO- 

operatives. Others may have been too busy creating independent work to 

spend time completing the lengthy apprenticeships which are often a 

prerequisite of membership in performing arts associations. Those who 

have chosen to remain outside the loop often do not qualify as 

'professional' in Canada Council funding policy terms and thus are 

ineligible Ior support. 



Trends In The Profession 

There has been much written about the Massey-Levesque Report of 

195 1 and of the subsequent flowering of the arts in Canada which 

occurred in the wake of its recommendations. (Tippett). By the 1970's 

Orchestras and Theatre Cornpanles were founded and abounded in most 

major centres across Canada. Unfortunately the recession of the 80's and 

the budget cuts of the 90's took a big bite out of this progress. "Recent 

government cutbacks and changes to govemment priorities have chipped 

away at gains in cultural development." (Toutant 2 1) 

The economic restrictions on the performing arts (created by its very 

labour intensive nature) put the squeeze on many organizations. The 

1990's saw the demise of a number of major Canadian theatre cornpanies. 

performing arts series and music organizations across the country. 

Constantly dropping funding levels set against rising costs forced many 

organizations to scale back operations. close their doors or go sailing into 

a deficit situation. 

The result? Less organization based creative opportunities for 

artists. In simple t e A s  this meant that fewer recently graduated singers. 

actors and musicians could expect to walk into an organization that would 

simply "hirew them. 

In some ways this lack of contract or formal "workw had a positive 

effect on creative development. Performers with initiative. vision. business 

smw and an idea began to develop their own shows and acts. finding 



public platforms in music festivals. fringe theater festivals and perfoming 

arts touring series. 

Note the inclusion of business sawy. Firstly the success of these 

artists was predicated on an awareness that alternative opportunities to 

the traditional institutional mode1 existed. Secondly they needed to have 

skills related to self production and promotion in order to gain access to 

these opportunities. 

The few who were fortunate enough to gain access to a professional 

union or association may have had some guidance in jumping through 

these hoops. However. access to membership in these organizations is 

generally Catch 22 in nature. You can't become a member unless you 

have a "job" (contract) and you can't get a job unless you're a member. 

For those who did move outside the loop there was both artistic 

freedom and financial opportunity. Perforrners like actor/writer and 

marionette artist Ronnie Burkett began his own unique brand of theatre 

on the road in Alberta. With shows like Awful Manors and Tinka's New 

Dress. before long Ronnie was filling "holes" in the seasons of cash 

strapped organizations. Thus Ronnie in essence created and marketed his 

own product (based on his talent). In other words. he had his own 

performing arts "business". Artistic Directors who engaged Ronnie likewise 

were able to take advantage of a cost effective way to fiil their season with 

an original creative theatre work. Everyone won. 

Sandra Shamus's Mv Bovfriend's Back And There's Gonna Be 

Laundrv. The Wingfield Plavs, musical performances like Mary Lou Fallis's 
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Prima Donna took similar routes to finding a platform for their talents. 

GUILD. the vocal quartet 1 CO-founded in Alberta. began in much the sarne 

way and toured extensively from the Yukon to Oregon. from Vancouver 

Island to the Ontario highlands. The shiCt to self production may in fact be 

a good thing. 'The future of theatre depends upon the grass roots. In order 

to ensure both the highest possible quality and a wide range of styles. 

there has to be a chance for talented new independent cornpanies to be 

hincled and grow.- (ITC 1 1) 

Unfortunately. although performing arts gracluates in Canada 

have skills and experience in singing. dancing or acting they often lack the 

coniplementary self management skills which would enable them to 

access or create independent performance opporiunities. 

Demand is growing for independent performers and productions. 

Across the country orchestras are more and more frequently engaging 

feature perfomers or small ensembles to add to the drawing power of a 

subscnption series. One need look no further than brochures for the NAC 

(National Arts Centre) to observe the trends impacting on non-profit 

performing arts organizations. 

The 2000/2001 NAC Orchestra season features a number of guest 

artists. Among them are Dionne WaMrick. Cynthia Dale and Christopher 

Plummer performing in a variety of roles. Pops series are becoming bread 

and butter for orchestras and the engagement of guest artists like Bobby 

blcFerrin or the Canadian Brass 

becoming increasingly comrnon. 

to attract an additional audience, is 



Almost al1 of the productions in The NAC 1997/98 theatre season 

were guest productions or CO-productions. Of the five plays on the 

mainstage three were CO- productions. with Manitoba Theatre Centre. 

Edmonton's Citadel and Toronto's Canadian Stage respectively. and the 

other two rvere guest productions: High Life. a Crow's Theatre production 

and Wincfield Unbound by Douglas Beattie Productions. The NAC Studio 

Series. with 3 plays. included a single NAC production. a CO-production. 

and a guest production. Street Of Blood. by Ronnie Burkett's Theatre of 

Marionettes. 

In 1989. when the NAC was first struggling with decreased Federal 

government revenues (and stinging under cnticism that its programming 

was not sufficiently national in character) Canada Council sent out a 

message. through its theatre officers. to the regional theatre community 

that Canadian rvorks and CO-production activity would be very favourably 

looked upon. For those familiar with Canada Council "Speak" at the time 

the sub text was "there's money available for this". 

A s  it tumed out the money was primarily available through CO- 

production arrangements. Typicdy. though not exclusively. such CO-pros 

(as they are commonly known) are fmst produced by a large regional 

Company using a mix of local actors together with actors from the city of 

the CO-production partner. The show then transfers to the theatre of the 

CO-production partner. If for example the NAC and MTC (Manitoba Theatre 

Centre) CO-produced a show. MTC would first mount the production in 

Winnipeg rvith the NAC undenvriting some of the production costs. The 
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NAC would then remount the show on its stage. In essence it's a form of 

touring. With costs being shared by partner theatres. budgets more 

easily accommodate costs associated wi th higher 'spectacle" type 

production values. Outside of commercial blockbuster theatre production 

such levels of spectacle are generally beyond the financial reach of 

individual Canadian theatres. 

What it means of course is that the original cast members. wherever 

they may hail from. end up with a fairly long term contract in different 

venues across the country. The downside to this approach is that there is 

somewhat less scope for creative expression because interpretive 

contributions of designers and cast are limited to a singular production 

vision. 

Like Broadway touring productions, or licensed productions of such 

hits as Les Miserables. CO-productions are bound to reproduce precisely 

the original vision again and again. Anyone who has ever caught a 

Broadway production at the tail end of a tour will recognize that this most 

often results in what 1 cal1 "tired" theatre. 

Again with this approach there is also less room to include 

opportunity for the development of local emerging artists. Regional 

producers are often constrained by union guidelines. and pressured by co- 

production partners. to hire union performers from both the ci@ of origin 

and the city (or cities) of destination. 



Certainly the Citadel. on ils own. could never have mounted as  

lavish a production of Cvrano de Bergerac as it was able to CO-produce 

with the NAC. 

Yet. it must be acknowledged that budget limitations can sometimes 

have positive consequences. If the expense of bringing in artists from out 

of town proves prohibitive directors are compelled to draw more heavily on 

the local talent pool. Untned emerging artists would therefore stand a 

better chance of being offered their first Equity apprenticeship on the 

professional stage. Would this be such a bad think The vitality and 

creativity of any performance endeavour will almost always benefit from 

an inhsion of fresh talent. 



Performer Case Study-Lana Skauge 

When Calgary's oil indushy took a nosedive in the mid eighties. 

actor Lana Skauge found herself on the wrong side of government 

cutbacks and quickly closing casting doors. After graduating from the 

theatre prograrn at the University of Alberta in Edmonton. Skauge landed 

her first paying theatre gig with a Calgary children's touring theatre 

company. Touring children's theatre is a route through which many recent 

graduates break into the profession. The company had been spawned by 

one of the city's major regional professional theatre companies. 

Apprenticeship with the company earned Lana her Equity 

(Canaclian Actors Equity Association) card. a major prerequisite for 

ernployment in the profession. Ready to take the big step up to regional 

professional theatre Skauge set out on the audition rounds. Doors 

rernained resolutely closed. Producers seemed to consider existing pools of 

talent sufficiently full. Budget cuts were forcing cuts in cast size and roles 

became fewer and farther between. 

Skauge. unable to subsist on one or two contracts a year. decided to 

take on a govemment funded work placement as a fund raising assistant 

in a small local theatre. In a small performing arts company (10 core 

statl) lines of responsibility are often blurred. Everyone is compeiled to 

help out with everything and thus everyone has the chance to leam about 

al1 aspects of theatre production and operation. Skauge began to develop a 

wide range of administrative and business skills including fund raising. 



marketing. box office. front of house. volunteer management, production 

and special event coordination. 

Skauge. who had unsuccessfully auditioned for this theatre 

Company in the past. caught the eye of the Artistic Director while working 

in the office. At the end of her work placement the Artistic Director 

enlisteci Skauge's acting talents in the company's newly inaugurated 

playwriting development project. Though the contract was short (2 weeks) 

anci the production only workshop quality. Lana's turn on stage (and in 

the rehearsal process) began to garner her both the attention and 

opportiinities which had previously eluded her. 

Yet Lana ivas fast becoming disiilusioned with the power games and 

politics of theatre casting practices. In the meantirne Skauge had crossed 

paths with GUILD. and observed the group's rise to prominence in the 

conimunity and their subsequent touring success. Through GUILD Lana 

becarne aware of a whole new world of self-generated opportunity. Around 

this time 1 became acquainted with Lana. Responding to her expressed 

Sn~strations with the insular qualitles of the local theatre scene I 

stigested that she might want to try the route GUILD had taken. 

A few months later Lana calied and invited me to meet her. Over 

coffee 1 became one of the first of many who would have the opportunity to 

enjoy Lana's performance of Whale Sounds . an onginal. compelling. 

theatrical story of a wheelchair bound girl. Within a year h a  had created 

a full length production around the story. incorporating drama. puppetry, 

live music and storytelling techniques. (The inclusion of puppets was in 
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part inspired by the influence of fellow U of A alumnus R o ~ i e  Burkett on 

Lana. Burkett had just begun the successful launch of his own Theatre of 

Marionettes" production company.) 

1 had been invited to sit on the board of Aiberta Showcase, the 

province's annual perlorming arts trade fair. a s  the representative for self- 

managed artists. There was plenty of opportunity on the Showcase circuit 

for quality performances like Whale Sounds. h a ' s  stint at the theatre 

hacl helpeci her to develop administrative skills and exposed her to the 

level of hustle required for the s~iccessful promotion of live theatre. There 

were still however. some gaps in Lana's career management ski11 set. 

Recalling the unpleasantly steep learning curve 1 had been forced to 

scale when GUtLD first achieved success. 1 was sympathetic to the 

challenges Skauge faced and stepped in a s  an  unofficial mentor. Lana was 

introducecl to the world of grant applications. marketing packages. 

Showcases. tour management. fee structures. royalties and contracts. 

Less than a year after the creation of her first show Lana was invited to 

perforrn at Alberta Showcase. With a firm business foundation this 

talented artist was able to hit the ground running as  she launched what 

would prove to be an enduringly successful independent performance 

career, 

Thirteen years later Lana Skauge's production company boasts a 

wide range of live musical. storytelling. puppetry and educational 

performances which she has perfonned coast to coast. (Appendix A) Lana 

has successfully branched out into a recording career and has future 
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plans to move her creative properties into the field of publishing. She has 

been invited to perform in every conceivable type of venue from major 

international festivals to concert halls to school gyms. 

Skauge's production activities benefit other artists in the community 

as well. Skauge regularly engages the services of musicians. composers. 

production staff and recording companies. Her school workshops bring 

creative energy and inspiration to children throughout the province. 

Skauge's reputation and reach a s  an independent performer has 

now become so established that she no longer bothers to audition for local 

theatre companies. Ironically. she now often turns clown unsolicited 

theatre roles. preferring the freedom she enjoys in the creative driver's 

seat. For the most part Lana. a young mother. chooses to keep her 

performances close to home. Ronnie Burkett. by contrast. c m  be found in 

any given year touring three different shows to ten different cities across 

the country. 

These are only a very few of many success stories which could 

be recounted. The point is that without exposure to models of self- 

production and without the acquisition of career self-management skills. 

emerging artists are simply not equipped to create and access similar 

avenues of opportunity. 



Independent Production and The Touring Market 

SEASONS a regular publication of PACT (The Professional Association of 

Canadian Theatre) shows that the success of such self-production is on 

the rise and currently contributing to theatre seasons across the nation. 

1997/98 found the family of Wingfield plays (there are currently 

fo~ir) playing to audiences large and small in Stratford. Edmonton. 

Sudbury. Halifcax. Toronto. Ottawa and on tour in community venues in a 

number of provinces. Actor Rod Beattie. who has literally become 

Mr.Wingfield himself. is apparently too busy acting these days to manage 

his own tour and has brought the family (Doug Beattie prociuctions) on 

board to assist in the effort. 

2 Pianos. 4 Hands, a musical two hander. is the creation and 

production of artists Richard Greenblatt and Ted Dykstra. The show 

started out in Toronto and has since been a guest production in almost 

every major professional season in Canada. In late 1998 the show was on 

its way to the New York stage. Smaller scale productions continue to 

traverse the country. Forever Plaid. a Toronto commercial theatre 

production. Mom's the Word. a collective artist's creation. Lucien. 

Marshall Button's one man show (which incidentally launched its Alberta 

touring life on the Showcase stage alongside GUILD). and Elise 

Dewsberry's one woman show Nine Months are among the many guest 

productions featured in multiple performance venues during a single 

season. Ronnie Burkett's Street Of Blood was recently nominated for a 



Dora Mavor Moore Award, Toronto's annual awards for excellence in 

theatre. 

It is imperative that graduating perfonners be made aware of the 

hard realities of changing econornies in the performing arts. In the 

dwindling availability of employer/employee style performing arts 

opportunities students emerging into the profession need to be empowered 

ivith the knowledge that. given the appropriate skill-sets. a perfonner can 

in iact create their own opportunities. 

Quite by accident. Elise Dewsberry. a Toronto based actor. 

discovered this for herself. Frustrated by her lack of progress in 

penetrating Toronto's theatre scene through the erratic audition route. 

Dewsberry set out to create an audition opportunity through the self- 

production of an original one woman show called Nine Months. Securing 

the rental of a downtown theatre venue for one night. Dewsberry invited 

ciirectors and producers to see the show. intending that it should serve as  

the vehicle through which to showcase her performance talents. 

When Dewsberry related this story at  Ontario Contact she never did 

tell me whether she achieved her initial objective. What did happen was 

that the production itself. with Dewsberry. was subsequently booked into 

a number of professional venues a s  a guest production. Some of these 

were road houses (which typically bring in shows) but others were non- 

profit theatre companies trying to fill their seasons with ever dwindling 

financial resources. By bringing Nine Months into their seasons. artistic 

directois were able to capitalize on Elise's talents and on the cost- 
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efficiencies of a guest production. Less than two years after that Trst 

performance Nine Months had been presented in theatres across the 

country and Dewsbeny was in the process of launching its sequel. 

Repercussion Theatre. a Montreal based group specializing in 

outdoor touring productions of Shakespeare was another independent 

company pedaling its performances at Ontario Contact. Repercussion was 

originally established by two young theatre students who needed a 

summer job. With a minor corporate contribution they mounted their first 

procluction in a Montreal park. and also took it on a one weekend mn-out 

to Cornwall. This would prove to be the f i s t  of many tours for the 

company. Repercussion Theatre now generates income for an  entire 

company of artists through extensive touring ac tivi ties which have taken 

the group to cities across Canada and as far afield a s  Texas. With a 

combination of business acumen and creütive ability two students 

effectively created their own opportunity for performance. completely 

bypassing the institutional non-profit framework and expanding beyond 

Canadian borders to generate income from international sources. 

"ON THE ROAD". a pubiication of the Ontario Arts Council. provides 

contact information for over 50 performing arts ensembles which are 

available to tour provincially and nationally. Ontario Contact is only one of 

8 such provincially and regionaüy supported showcases in Canada which 

annually bring together performers and community presenters. More than 

500 arts presenters regularly attend Ontario contact. looking for fresh 

talent to fil1 their seasons. These presenters collectively provide over 2000 
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performance opportunities to artists. in the province alone. and this 

without even beginning to tap the school market. 

Meanwhile. on the music front. a number of orchestras help 

ensembles cornposed of resident musicians promote their school 

performances. Toronto's Prologue to the Perforrning Arts in Toronto. is 

one of many touring coordination organizations across the country which 

assist artists in tapping into the school market. 

The Canada Council music section's recently created small 

ensembles program seems designed to seed the creation and developrnent 

of independent smaller scale performing arts groups. The creation of 

initiatives like this suggests that policy makers are beginning to recognize 

the cost eficiencies and flexibiiity of independent ensembles. Professional 

arts training institutions like the BanCf School of Fine Arts. have begun to 

recognize that performers need to be equipped with additional business 

skills in order to access such opportunities. 

Shortages of music education and performance in communities 
across North America present significant employrnent opportunity 
for musicians. It has becorne increasingly clear that musicians must 
acquire new skills in addition to their performance skills in order to 
create new audiences and venues within comrnunities for their own 
work. (Adams) 

Festivals provide another range of performance opportunities worth 

exploring. Canada Council puts out an annual listing of over 200 

performing arts festivals held across the country. Listed in the publication 

are such major festivals a s  The Edmonton Folk Festival and The 

Vancouver Children's Festival. This is the tip of the iceberg. Smaller 
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centres across the nation annually engage local artists to appear on stage 

at local [airs. festivals and special events. Once an artist has developed a 

procluction and begins to seek performance opportunities the process of 

digging for leads will soon yield a dense field of possibilities from the 

grass roots on up. "Arts and cultural festivals at local. national and 

regional levels are instrumental in making people aware of the power of art 

and instilling among them pride in their culture." (UNESCO 20) 

Certain restrictions can hamper the access of individual artists to 

some opportunities. Money (for promotional material and conference 

space) can be a major hurdle for the truly starving artist. Some 

Showcases. like Saskatchewan. will only feature artists who have secured 

professional representation in the form of an agent or manager. CUlLD 

ran into this tvrinkle when it was invited to Saskatchewan Showcase. As  it 

t~ i rns  out the quality of a performance product will usually overcome any 

hurciles. The curtain hadn't even corne down at  Alberta Showcase when 

agents were lining up to represent the group. 

While 1 see nothing wrong with the assistance of agents and 

managers. 1 question whether some have the artist's best interests a t  

heart. Most seem focussed on their 10-20% of the artist's fees. This can 

prove detrimental to the creative development of a performance ensemble. 

With financial matters being of prirnary concern to most agents the 

general objective is to book the fullest schedule possible for an existing 

show. Agents do not always leave time for. or substantively encourage. the 

development of new shows. Without room for creative development the Me 
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of an independent performing arts group is only as long as it takes a 

single show to go one round of the market. 

1 speak from the point of view of a Calgary based ensemble which 

sometimes worked under the auspices of agents and managers in both 

Vancouver and Toronto. It was not that these management companies did 

a poor job. it was just that the group itself did a much better job of 

representing. promoting and managing its own touring activities, probably 

because of a niore vested interest in its own success. To this day I believe 

Canada Council still provides some support to professional artists 

managers ancl representatives. I have yet to hear of the Council offering 

similar support to an artist or group which has elected to represent itself. 



Fn nge Festivals 

Currently one of the most creatively vibrant areas in performing arts 

production are the fringe festivals.. These "fringes" provide artists with 

opportunities. venues and organizational frameworks in which to 

independently produce. 'They create an important network for new or 

unknown companies who would otherwise have little opportunity to create 

and perform." (Wallace 16 1) 

Lunchbox Theatre regularly sent representatives to the Edmonton 

Fringe to case the new crop of plays for programming possibilities. Often 

Lunchbox would include at  least one work from the fringe in its season. 

The Edmonton Fringe Theatre Event developed by Brian Paisley in 
1982, has become so successful that in the sumrner of 1988 it sold 
over 350.000 tickets to become the largest theatre festival in North 
America. (Wallace 16 1) 

Since many original works prerniere a t  fringe festivals it occurs to 

me that more senous attention should be paid to such outposts of hope. 

What has contributed to the success of these festivals and sustained 
companies who perform in them is their interest in local audiences 
and their sense of artistic purpose: in a word. these festivals have a 
vision of theatre's social cornmitment to a variety of comrnunities. 
not the least of which is formed by dkempowered theatre artists 
themselves. (Wallace 16 1) 

Participants in fringes often fa11 outside Canada Council definitions 

of 'professional'. Provincial and local governments do support such eflorts. 

but the artists themselves must still struggle to sel1 their shows. 

The Ottawa Fnnge. founded in 1998. is one of the newest additions to the 

Canadian Fringe circuit yet it has already grown to provide performance 
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opportunities for over 50 performing arts groups. Edmonton's Fringe. 

established by Brian Paisley. is the Grandma of Canadian Fringes. At last 

count the annual August event boasted well over 150 performing arts 

enterprises. presenting more that 1400 performances in a 10 day period. 

Independent producers applying for inclusion in a Fringe festival 

are not subject to adjudication but are assigned venues on a first corne 

first served basis. The material quite literally ranges from the ridiculous to 

the sublime. Generally speaking the shows are sniall cast. original works 

of music. dance. drama or comedy. 

One show at  the Toronto Fringe. written. performed and produced 

by Anne Marie Scheffler took as  its subject matter the under-employment 

plight of a recent theatre school grad. Situation Noma "chronicles the 

upç and downs of a theatre school graduate-cum-waitress-an actress 

who waits. Life may not be a beer commercial (quipped Schemer) but I'd 

sure like to be in one." [Baldasame 4) 

Each production pays for the privilege of its venue and shares a 

small percentage of box office revenues with Festival producers. While the 

shows themselves may not be picked up by local theatre cornPanies there 

can be other spin-off benefits. Fringe shows can provide informal audition 

platforms where artistic directors may have a chance to spot rising new 

talent. Winnipeg Fringe performers who subsequently land work in the 

local theatre community are regularly profiled by the Winnipeg Free Press. 

Some Fringes offer other benefits. The Surnrner Works Festival in 

Toronto. a sort of pla-ting workshop/fringe hybrid. offers a prize to the 
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four top-rated shows in the festival. Winning productions are treated to an 

al1 expense paid run on a mainstage d e r  the festival closes. "Summer 

Works showcase allows companies to remount their production in a 

professional m n  at the Tarragon Theatre after the festival. without having 

to rent the venue. hire technical aid, or shell out for advertising." 

(Baldasarre 5) 

No theatncal f o m  is out of bounds for Fringe performers: improv. 

mime. stand-up comedy. dance drama. music theatre. clowning. and al1 

manner of combinations thereof can be found on fringe stages. Mime. a 

niarketable art form? Most thought such possibilities died with Marcel 

Marceau. Yet witness the recent wordless NAC coproduction of The 

Overcoat. a synthesis of mime. choreography. dance drama and 

production wizardry. 

Jon  Alexander. producer and CO-founder of the Ottawa Fringe and a 

former actor. is currently production manager for Prairie Theatre 

Exchange in Winnipeg. Alexander and a friend founded the Ottawa Fringe 

because 'There were no work opportunities for artists. There was lots of 

talent and great art. This was a bind because performers starting out 

couldn't even End a plafionn for people to take them senously as artists." 

Alexander studied theatre at Iliinois University. The program 

emphasized links with the local professional community and actively 

facilitated audition and performance opportunities for students. A faculty 

member who had formerly been a professional actor. took on a mentorship 



role tvithin the department. He shepherded many students. Jon included. 

successfully into the profession. 

Jon reflects that the indus@-related aspects of his education 

were key to his successfui integration into the workforce and suggests that 

Canadian educational programs fa11 short in this regard. "Unless you self- 

produce you have no way of getting cast. University programs. at say the 

University of Ottawa or Ryerson. are not set up to do this. They will have 

taught p u  how to act but they will not have taught you how to get the 

gig." Jon is not alone in this opinion. 'The major weakness of available 

programs is that they do not seem to provide the 'real life' training 

needed." (Toutant 3 1) 

Jon suggests that "There's not enough work in tom.  It's unrealistic 

to expect ongoing contractual work. It would be a good idea to integrate a 

self-production component into university theatre programs." 

Unaware of the curriculum work being done by CHRC. Jon's 

thoughts on what skills such a course ought to cover virtually rnirrored 

the cornpetencies identified by CHRC. Clearly the need for these skills is 

no secret to people in the profession. Jon's iist includes: how to network. 

how to control a budget. how to cornmunicate. how to market. do 

accounting. gain an understanding of audience and acquire knowledge of 

professional practices and contractual law. Surprisingly. d e r  10 years in 

the business in Ontario, Alexander had never heard of Ontario Contact. 

Alexander believes students need to learn how to represent 

themselves. 'Agents are not enough. its tough enough to get one. but 
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almost al1 successful actors. in addition to agents. have to hustle for 

themselves. Artists have to get their chops first. They should hustle to get 

themselves gigs at  smaller venues like the fringe.' 

Alexander offered one caution, " You would have to have courses 

like that made mandatory because no one would want to take that stuff. 

They just want to do the fun stuff. If kids ever want to have a chance, and 

not have to rely on luck. they have to be made aware of these kinds of 

things." This observation is key to the success of such programs. It is one 

thing to impose a mandatory course on students. It is another to educate 

them as  to the demands of the profession. Career awareness also needs to 

be promoted wvithin an educational context. 

Education programs need fledbility to reflect continually changing 
industry standards. Furthemore students interested in fine arts 
careers need to be appnsed of the labour market potential for their 
career interests. (Toutant 3) 

Fnnge festivals provide an opportunity for emerging arüsts to build 

and develop career management and business skills. Endorsement of 

such activities. in the fonn of government funding for marketing 

workshops for Fringe participants. rnight be one way through which such 

performances might gain credibility. I'm sure other routes could be 

identified. The support of such small ventures might prove a cost emective 

way in wvhich to fund the development of new works. A minimal 

investrnent might well provide the ideologicd encouragement necessary 

to spur small companies on to make significant contributions to Canada's 

theatrical Me. 
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If we can create a system in which we do a lot of little things rather 
than a few of the big things. natural excellence will emerge. Certain 
artists wiviil emerge from that endeavour who will have universal 
significance. (Applebaurn 14) 

Canada Council funding support of the creative activity being 

sparked at Fringe Festivals might set a leadership role for other agencies 

and levels of government. Canada Council should consider funding 

marketing and business skills workshops at Fringe festivals for the 

participants. This might well prove to be one of the most shrewd and cost- 

effective approaches Council could take to the encouragement and 

clet-eloprnent of new wvorks. - The spark for most activity has corne from 

the fecleral level. and its cumulative effects have been a gradua1 

strengthening of the arts generally. and the performing arts in particular." 

i would encourage continued attention to the %mal1 is beautiful" 

approach together with an ernphasis on the creation of programs which 

would equip artists to market their work. 

A direct subsidy itself would not solve the problems of the creative 
artist.. . . the playwright. composer and choreographer would need 
access to the means of production .... and al1 of them would need a 
means of reaching their audiences. (Arian 103) 

Theatre must effectively incorporate a consideration of the audience 

into its agenda. As we have seen. arts and culture make a significant 

contribution to the Canadian Econorny. "More generaily the arts can be 

seen as a potentially leading sector in central c i 5  renewal and in urban 

economic development.' (Throsby 25) The talent and the energy are out 



there. We should give artists the opportunity to contribute to both 

economic growth and nation building. 

We have so far noted changes in the economics of the perforrning 

arts which have effected certain trends. one of which is a shift away from 

insti tutional production and toward increased activity in independent 

production. In approaching questions regarding cumculum reform i t  is 

important that we note the various routes artists have taken to access 

such opportunities and the skill sets they have needed in order to 

capitalize on them. Before tuming to issues related to educational 

institutions. governments and funding let us consider questions which 

niight be raised regarding the nature of artistic enterprises which are 

createcl through independent production routes. 



Art On The Edges 

To put fonvard Fringes. festivals. touring and guest productions a s  

a possible path to salvation for the perfonning arts in Canada. may tap 

into tensions surrounding the nature of art. Such enterprise. in the view 

of some. treads dangerously close to the crevice of commercialism which 

separates art from entertainment. 

1 share with George Woodcock both a pro-arts subsidy stance. and 

... a protest against those who diminish the arts in the public eye by 
raising artificial divisions between elitist and popular art. Art can 
begin in an anstocratic setting and become popular ... or art can 
begin among the people and permeate the whole of society. 
(Woodcock 16) 

Tendencies to privilege traditional notions of culture can 

sometimes marginalize those performing arts endeavours which are 

smaller in scale, and which have not been conceived within the womb of 

non -profit arts institutions. Independent productions which rely primarily 

on box office and the market rather than on govemment. are sometirnes 

dismissed with disdain simply because they have become popular or 

commercially successful. In the'case of a small-scale musical like Forever 

Plaid. which was originally produced on a purely commercial basis. such 

criticisms may have some validity. However it is unfair and short-sighted 

to pronounce a blanket negative judgement on the artistic integrity of a 

performing art work. simply because it is popular or commercially 

successful. Such blanket judgements would have excluded Shakespeare 

in his day. 



Lana Skauge's story-telling performances are strongly rooted in her 

prairie heritage. They have both popular appeal and artistic integrity. 

Skauge's goal. a s  a writer and performer. is to reach an audience, to 

communicate with them through the auspices of art. In writing and 

perfonning Skauge draws on her own experiences. on the inflections and 

mannerisms of those around her and the circumstances in which they 

live. The popular appeal of stories set in small t o m  Saskatchewan or 

remote coastal B.C. derives partly from the fact that western audiences 

c m  see themselves in Skauge's work. Whether such work would translate 

into a central Canadian urban context should in no way influence its 

artistic valuation. The work. though regional in flavour. has artistic 

integrity. Quality performances like Skauge's MotherLode and Whale 

Sounds contain enough universal tmths that audiences as far afield as  

Wales. iri  the U.K.. found touchstones they could respond to. 

Unfortunately it is often the case that "Regional art is either ignored or 

Ieft to the folklonsts." (McMullin 1 16) 

Artists themselves can contribute to these kinds of "perceptions and 

misperceptions. In 1989. the n A  (Toronto Theatre Alliance) study noted 

that some members of the not-for-profit theatre cornmunity have the 

attitude that they produce art while independent producers are solely 

concemed with money.' (Becker 7) 

This point is particularly moot to a discussion of curriculum 

relevance in university performing arts prograrns. We have seen that a 

majonty of perfoming artists take a university baccalaureate route to the 
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profession. Post-secondary education programs which airn students 

primarily at  traditional institutional career opportunities (like orchestras 

or the Stratford Festival for example) are somethnes doing students a 

dissenice by promoting career routes which may be h s t  disappearing. 

Any displays of contempt for commercial independent production on the 

grounds that it is geared to reaching an audience. may prejudice students 

against one of the few routes to performance success available to them. 

It is significant that artists like the Canadian Brass have in effect 

reconnected with the masses by crossing the invisible border between the 

worlcis of classical music and entertainment. Their synthesis of musical 

styles. solid musicianship and almost vaudevillian presentational style 

have given birth to an entirely new approach to musical performance. 

Their efforts to re-establish connection with the cornrnunity at large served 

as the spark for creative innovation. Moving outside the edges of the 

symphonie context they found freedom in the musical margins. 

Creative vitality. according Co hn i s  is conceived in the margins "for 

Innis the margins were the source of innovati~n.~ (Harcourt 74) While 

margins may be delineated by different criterion. that of race or class for 

example. I would suggest that in the performing arts. such margins are 

found in the fringes. independent productions and ensembles which orbit 

larger non-profit performing arts institutions. By eschewing the tirne 

honoured constraints of the concert hall, the Canadian Brass created 

something entirely fresh and new which has since been celebrated around 

the world. 
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Canada's non-profit performing arts institutions are unfortunately 

being increasingly pressured to produce more with less and to adopt 

themselves out. a t  a price. to the corporate world. What will this do to the 

integrity of art? In Calgary a major oil Company threatened to pull its 

sponsorship from a play simply because the word %exw was in the title. 

They were cajoled to reconsider. but then asked for a copy of the script for 

approval. What were they going to do. cut it? Who's the artist here? Non- 

profit companies are increasingly finding themselves in such corporate 

straitjackets. Moves to cut down on costs while attempting to appeal to 

wider audiences are contributing to what UNESCO views as a: 

. .. thinning line between For-Profit and Non-profit arts. It is generally 
accepted that investment in arts and culture is expensive. Non- 
profit arts organizations. no matter how successful artistically. 
usually lose money because of what Baumol and Bowen cal1 the 
inevitable 'cost disease* : an ever-widening gap between income and 
expenditure. (UNESCO 20) 

Equipping individual performers to become their own administrators 

and managers is to cut out middle management and to prepare 

individuals for the new performing arts economy. In Great Britain touing 

theatre companies. nm by a single person in the dual role of 

Actor/Manager. have been operating for years. By taking on the dual role 

of performer and manager. the artist is put in a position where he or she 

must weigh creative goals and intentions against the expectations of an 

audience. Artist and audience in effect become collaborators. 

Art is a social activity conditioned in form as well a s  in content by 
the time. the place. the circumstances in which it is made. Artist 



and audience is one of the syrnbiotic relationships that form part of 
the natural network of performance. (Woodcock 18) 

An independent performing artist must of necessity negotiate 

between the form of the art and its intended audience. In the process of 

negotiation. as illustrated in the case of Lana and her prairie audience. 

the possibility exists that art forms which are more dynamic and socially 

reflective in character may emerge. 1 believe it is important that we look to 

creative activity in the margins of performing arts production for dues  a s  

to how we might most enectively encourage future creative developrnent in 

Canada. 

Fringe theatre. community touring. school shows. independent 

productions and small ensembles dwell in the space outside of 

institutional restrictions where there is enough room to negotiate between 

tastes: there is enough flexibility to experirnent: there are enough 

resources to create: there are opportunities to exhibit or perform: there is 

available both moral and financial support: there are practical restrictions 

which engender cooperation and there are mechanisms whereby artistic 

achievement can earn public recognition. 

Add to this a cornrnunity which tangibly appreciates its arts and I 

believe you will discover a recipe for creative vitality. In many ways this is 

simply a cornmon sense approach to creative developrnent. Canada 

doesn't have the population base to groom and sustain a cultural retinue 

of specialists. Groups like the Canadian Brass have recognized this and 

set out for the rest of us a mode1 of creative synthesis. 



1 believe that the performing arts in Canada. judiciously 

shepherded and nurtured. c m  similarly hannonize the forces that shape 

it .  Emerging artists who take a balanced and integrated approach to 

creation. production and dissemination are far more likely to not only 

sunrive in the current performing arts clirnate, but to further contribute to 

its clevelopment. 



Making Way For Change 

In the near future post secondary institutions will be called upon to 
provide more services to society than ever before-but quite possibly 
with fewer resources than ever. (Duhamel 19) 

Post Secondary Education in  Canada-Programs and Pressures 

CBC radio was trying to hire a musician. They called the 

Department of Music at the University of Ottawa looking for someone to 

play background music for the show Al1 In A Dav. The Music Department 

lumecl them away. apparently unable to put CBC in touch with any actual 

Meanwhile. d o m  in the Market. a third year University of Ottawa 

music stucient was busy subsidizing her education by playing classical 

g~iitar in a small café. CBC found out. called the café and the student got 

the gig. Do you see the problem here? The musician did. She had been 

pouring hard earned performance dollars into an education which she 

hoped would prepare her more fully for a career in music. Apparently the 

music department held a sornewhat different view of the purposes of her 

program of education. 

This incident raises a number of fundamental questions regarding 

the intentions and purposes of a university education in the perforrning 

arts. On the one hand it seems clear that there is a need for perforrning 

arts students to learn career self management skills. On the other hand. 

the addition of this type of cumculum to a university program may be 

perceived by some a s  a threat to the broad acadernic goals of a liberal 



arts education. Taking into account the already specialized nature of 

performing arts programs. 1 believe that such differences may be 

reconciled without impinging on the fundamental academic freedoms. 

A s  a delegate at the Council of Ministers of Education. Canada 

(hereinafter referred to as CMEC) national conference in Newfoundland in 

1998 1 had the opportunity to ask a member of the CMEC board how one 

might best approach the issue of curriculum reform at the university 

level. H i s  guarded reply "It's very. very difficult" prepared me for the 

complex web of tensions. relationships and historical precedents which 

line the path to program change. Issues to be confronted include 

p hilosop hical contlic ts regarding institutional autonomy: the fundamental 

nature and purposes of higher education. ingrained traditions. 

conipeti tion for dwindling resources. availability of faculty expertise and 

the pressures related to institutional and departmental priorities. 

It may be useful a t  this point to take a brief look at aspects of the 

history of Ontario universities a s  presented within the 1996 Report Of the 

Aclvisory Panel on Future Directions for Postsecondary Education. 

Excellence, Accessibilitv. Responsibility. 

A Brief Overview of Post-Secondary Education in Ontario 

The first universities in Canada were founded by religious 

denominations. Each was thus formally &liated and supported by the 

church. Queen's University. as one example. was originally established by 

the Presbyterian church. These Universities were generaliy modeled on 



their counterparts in England and offered a broad based liberal arts 

education. Around the time of Confederation govenunents began to take 

a more active role in the support of public education. It did not take the 

universities long to shed their religious affiliations and accept the support 

offered by government . 

By 1872 the Ontario govemment was concerned at  the lack of post- 

seconclary programs which were practical or professional in nature. They 

moved to establish prolessional schools of medicine. dentistv and law and 

practical schools such as  the School of Agriculture in Guelph. These 

schools soon became omcially affiliated with the universities. 

Interestingly. two schools of music. The Toronto Conservatory and the 

Toronto School of music. were among the profissional schools which 

becarne affiliated with the University of Toronto at  that tirne. Later in the 

chapter I will retum to this point. 

By the end of the 1 9 t h  century universities. which were formerly 

happy to accept the financial support of govemment. were now chafing 

uncier the control govemment was ûymg to assert. In response to this 

concem regarding the autonomy of educational institutions a 'bicarneral 

goveming structure for universities was adopted with state authority 

ernbodied in a board of govemors appointed by govemment and academic 

matters as the preserve of the senate." (Ontario 71) 

In 1909 the province convened The Industrial Training and 

Technical Education Cornmittee to consider issues related to the 

establishment of technicai and vocational institutions. (Ontario 72) 
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At the close of World Wat  II many new post-secondary 

institutions were estabiished by government to provide for the educational 

needs of retuming servicemen and women. By the late 1960's Colleges of 

applied arts and technology began to spring up throughout the province. 

Govemment exerted stricter control over these types of institutions from 

their inception. T h e  provincial Council of Regents appointed college 

boards and controlled college curricula.. . .nothing quite so centralized was 

ever envisaged for the universities." (Ontario 75) 

In 1993 the Task Force on Advanced Training in attempting to 

devise a policy framework which would serve the needs of both 

universities and colleges. was faced with the task of trying to reconcile the 

two very different systems. A fundamental hurdle to the design of such a 

framework was the -binary nature of Ontario's post-secondaly 

institutions. Binary it was: what it was not was a provincial system." 

(Ontario 75) One of the problems it would seem tends to emanate from 

the ideological split between the perceived role of the community college 

versus the University in terms of responsibility for workforce preparation. 

RefIecting on both the current perceptions of post-secondaxy 

education in Ontario and its historical foundations certain themes emerge: 

Strong comrnitrnent on the part of universities to the academic values 
of a liberal arts education 
government concern regarding deficiencies in availability of 
professional. practical and vocational programs 
resistance to govemment interference in matters of cumculum 
institutional division centred on vocational versus avocational curricula 
affiliation with professional schools 



The Pat h To Reform 

As we launch into the 2 1st centuiy governments. institutions and 

students are struggling with questions related to the changing nature of 

work and the role and function of education in preparing individuals for 

fniitful participation in the economy. Intemships and cooperative 

programs abound. In studying the perceptions. expectations and practical 

constraints impinging upon interested parties in government. industry 

and the educational community. it is hoped that we may be able to 

ic1entiQ mutually agreeable approaches and mechanisms through which 

desired curriculum reform may be effected. 

Most university performing arts programs in Canada provide a 

strong academic foundation balanced with the development of discipline 

relevant performance skills and techniques. However. a s  noted most of 

these programs lack cntical curriculum elements related to career self- 

management. This even though T h e  job training need is clear and 

important. and universities have the expertise to meet it." (Farquhar 8) 

Education in Canada has long been a provincial responsibility. 

There is considerable variation in the structure and design of post- 

secondas. institutions and prograrns from province to province. 

Traditionally provinces have exerted a strong degree of influence on K- 12 

cumculum. There has historically been far less scrutiny and control of the 

post-secondq educational agenda. In spite of the fact that universities 

are "heavily dependent on govemment funding they continue to have 



considerable autonomy with respect to acadernic policy and organization." 

(CMEC 3) 

Research has indicated that the nature and structure of 

employment in Canada has been undergoing fundamental changes in 

recent years. There has been a pronounced shift away from the traditional 

employer/employee paradigm and growth in the areas of micro-industry 

and self-eniplo-ment. "From 198 1 to 199 1. the rate of increase in the 

nuniber of self-employed workers was twice that of al1 paid workers." 

(Ministry of Labour 1997) 

Concem has been expressed in some juridictions. that the present 

post-secondary educational system in Canada has not been sufficiently 

responsive to the changing needs of society. 

Universities are naturally regarded as  having a prominent role in 
this process. Many human resources studies however. convey the 
distinct impression that universities are not responding 
appropriately to the training needs of the labour market: their 
cumcula need updating. there is insulTicient attention paid to the 
skills required in the 'real world' of work. (Drewes 5) 

Curriculum reform is viewed as  the logical route through which to 

address the needs of the workforce within the context of post-secondary 

education. 

Most institutes of higher education in the U.S. are reviewing their 
cumculum.. .. .It i s  striking that there has been little similar debate 
in Canada .... and no comprehensive study of the Arts and Science 
cumculum in Canada. Indeed the reason for such apparent lack of 
interest is difficult to explain." (Maxwell 96) 

It is probable that the slowness of response to identified needs 

derives in part from ongoing -tensions between careerisrn and the liberal 



arts." (Maxwell 92) Indeed as we have seen in the history of post- 

secondary education in Ontario. pressure to undertake cumculum 

reform targeted at meeting vocational needs ''tends to generate resistance 

within our institutions of higher education." (Farquhar 8) Such attitudes 

of resistance may be something of an inheritance from the British 

antecedents of Canada's present university system. The post-secondary 

community in the U.K. is surprisingly candid about the influence of 

certain attitudes of condescension toward vocational education. "it was an 

accepted academic attitude as  late a s  the mid 1960's. that course design 

should be deliberately unrelated to vocational concerns.*(Morrell 23) 

In 1998 The B.C. Govemment commissioned a study of educational 

systems in 5 countries and the nature of transitions through education 

and into the workforce (Canada. United States. United Kingdom. Japan 

and Germany. The study revealed that "Every system is developing 

curriculum and methodologies more relevant to on-the-job and in-life 

application. Every country has launched major initiatives to strengthen 

school- to-work programs." (Faris 3) 

Universities in some parts of Canada have been slow to respond to 

such global educational trends. It has been suggested that slowness of 

response may be because "Faculty control over cumculum became lodged 

in departments that developed into adapt protectors and advocates of their 

owvn interests. at the expense of institutional responsibility and curricular 

coherence." (Maxwell 96) Some provinces have made significant progress 

in moving past such obstacles and in the direction of systemic reform. 
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Education. Curriculum and The Provinces 

Most University Perfonning Arts programs in Canada provide a good 

academic foundation balanced with the development of discipline relevant 

skills and techniques. However. few programs have access to career 

information. faculty expertise or curriculum resources n e c e s s q  for the 

delivery of courses on career self-management. The degree of control and 

cooperation between Universities. Government. Colleges and Industry 

varies radically from province to province. 

The 1998 CMEC published report. Education Initiatives in Canada. 

iclentified a number of current trends in educational systems across 

Canada. At the end of the 20th century most educational systems in 

Canada (and around the world for that matter) were undergoing 

signi fican t changes. 

On-going reJonn and reuiew. Curriculum reform with a focus on standards. 
accountability and reporting. restructuring and regovemance. continue to 
be three important priorities. 
Continued collaboration ut the reg iond and national levels. Collaborative 
efforts such as the Western Canada Protocol, continue to be influentid in 
stimulating cooperative action. 
Partnerships in Educatfon. Most jurisdictions have ongoing initiatives to 
establish and sponsor linkages among educational institutions ... and the 
private sector. Many partnerships focus on.. . .helping students rnake a 
smooth transition to the workplace. (CMEC 1) 

The post-secondary system in Ontario. it would seem. has not been 

as responsive to such trends a s  some other provinces. In CMEC's 1998 

report on the provinces. there is a speaking absence in Ontario's report. of 

suc h terms as ' partnership*. 'transitions*. 'collaboration'. 'cooperation'. 



'reform' and 'review' in the Ontario section on post-secondaxy education. 

The lack of activity in key areas of refonn is no doubt due in part to the 

fundamental philosophical split between the liberal arts education 

objectives of the universities and the vocational missions of the college 

sector. Tensions have been noted: 

... between the value of closer links between institutions and 
business (research. contracts. grants. business arrangements) and 
the value of postsecondary institutions (academic freedom. cntical 
role of institutions. pure research. liberal education). (Henchey 4) 

Ontario universities have recently corne under Tire for allowing 

prejuclices regarding the perceived value of vocational education to become 

riiajor obstacles to program reform. In their report "No Dead Ends" the 

Task Force on Advanced Training reviewed major trends in other 

provinces and countries and found Ontario wanting. 

. .. .the barriers between academic and vocational education are 
being eliminated: the learner can earn credit toward a baccalaureate 
degree from vocational as well as academic courses. In other 
jurisdictions. particularly in Europe, vocational skills are well 
recognized and valued: but in Ontario there is a need to legitimize 
vocational education. (Pitman 6) 

Ontario is not the only province with this type of system. College systems 

in Manitoba and the Atlantic Provinces were initially 'conceived as 

otyering programs quite distinct from those available a t  universities." 

Throughout Canada calls from govemment and industry for "greater 

cooperation between colleges and universities" (CMEC 1) have increased in 

frequency and insistence. Academic poücy critics agree that There should 

be a mucb closer liaison between colleges and universities.' ( Maxwell 101) 



Such cntics believe that we should be "drawing to the end of a time in 

which post-secondary institutions develop in isolation from one another." 

(Gallagher 35) 

The situation is quite different in Western Canada. perhaps because 

the system there is younger and less constrained by tradition and custom. 

Both B.C. and Alberta have launched major initiatives and reforms which 

are on the cutting edge of key trends. Systems in both provinces are 

characterized by high degrees of coordination and cooperation behveen 

institutions. with industry and with both provincial and federal 

government and related labour market development agencies. 

Alberta has recently introduced a new credential known a s  an 

Applied Degree. School-to-work transitions are strongly emphasized areas 

of reform in Alberta's system. The Alberta Economic Developrnent 

S t ra teg  seeks to: 

"improve Albertan's ability to enter the workCorce and keep Pace 
with changing skills: link public funding of post-secondary 
institutions to performance indicators such a s  the employrnent 
success of graduates." (CMEC 10) 

Interestingly. the Alberta government has introduced a certain degree of 

competitiveness into the mix by offering rewards to the institutions which 

demonstrate excellence in key areas of reform. 

"Performance Incentfws. Over the next three years. a total of $39 
million will be targeted to reward pedormance and promote 
excellence in Alberta's public postsecondq systemW(CMEC 13) 



Most recently B.C. has been leading the pack in it's efforts to 

facilitate school- to-work transitions. Government interventions cvith 

regard to university and college structure. policy and legislation have 

paved the way for such reforms. 

"Arnong the more significant changes has been a decision to expand 
opportunities to pursue degree level studies. These opportunities 
emerge. for example. in amendments to the College and Institute Act 
and the lnstitute of Technology Act which will encourage the 
development of additional degree programs that are applied in 
nature. As a result significant growth in the number and variety of 
degree programs in the Province is anticipa ted."(CMEC 4) 

A significant product of these reforms are a number of newly 

designatecl "university colleges". Many of these newly constituted 

institutions have their origins in existing colleges. Although the roots of 

ciniversity colleges may be in the college system. like universities they 

offer baccalaureate degree programs. 

"ln Alberta and British Columbia community colleges offer optional 
university transfer programs .... Some colleges in British Columbia 
called university-colleges have complete baccalaureate degree 
programs." (CMEC 1) 

Such fundamental change cannot be accomplished without the 

cooperation and support of government. Firstly it should be noted that 

B.C. is one of the few provinces in Canada in which governrnent spending 

on education increased between 1995 and 2000. 

Recalling that an extremely high percentage of cultural labour force 

members possess degrees. the shift to legitirnize existing perfonning arts 

programs in colleges by elevating them to degree status. may attract 
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students to choose a college program over one a t  university for the precise 

reason that such prograrns are more vocational in nature. 

The recommendations in Ontario's report "No Dead Ends" 

make specific mention of B.C.'s moves to integrate academic and 

vocational curriculum in undergraduate degree programs. holding up 

these reforms as a standard against which to mode1 similar changes in 

Ontario. This is made clear in recommendations which suggest the 

creation of : 

. . .advanced training programs at the first (baccalaureate) degree 
level. These programs would not be the type usually provided by 
either a college or a university but would combine the expertise of 
both. or petmit modfication of college programs to achieve that 
goal. (Pitman 150) 

This appears to be a pressure tactic aimed more at the universities 

than colleges. The wording of the recommendation implies that should 

Ontario universities prove uncooperative in responding to provincial 

pressures. colleges would be elevated to degree granting status. The tenor 

of the cornmittee's final recomrnendation seems more a veiled threat than 

a passing thought. 

As the academic community considers this recommendation. it 
should recall that the Ontario Council on University ATairs has 
already recognized the potential for the development of degree- 
gran ting institu lions that do not possess the traditional 
characteristics of universities in Ontario. (Pitman 150) 



Performing Arts Curriculum 

To have chosen to pursue a performance degree is in essence to 

have chosen an "applied" degree from the outset. The overwhelming bulk 

of university performing arts prograrns maintain a dual focus on firstly. 

academic inquiry and secondly on the development of skills and technique 

through practice or production related activities. Concentration on the 

development of specific performance skills. by implication. suggests that 

one of the ultimate goals of such programs is to prepare students for the 

exhibition of said skills in a professional performance context. 

Yet few of the university performing arts programs in Ontario or 

Alberta offer. let alone insist upon. studies related to the business skills 

needs of a performance career. 

Even if students graduate with superior academic training in their 
field of choice. this training has invariably forgotten a profoundly 
important point-in the workplace (profession). these students will 
apply their training in a business environment (Drewes 4) 

There are a few notable exceptions which will be brought forward 

later. as possible models for ways in which such cumculum might be 

successfully integrated into existing prograrns. Proposing the addition of 

career management courses to university performing arts programs need 

not. in my opinion. irnpinge upon the broad academic goals and basic 

nature of existing liberal arts programs. In the cultural sector any 

dissatisfaction with cumcular content is 'directed more at  the need to 

augment studies than the desire to change them". (Drewes 19) 



A universiv education is widely viewed by members of the industry 

as a fundamental prerequisite of the profession. The broad scope of a 

liberal arts education provides an ideal foundation upon which students 

may build a career. There are a number of reasons for Uiis. First of al1 the 

strong academic foundations of university programs provide a broad 

knowledge base upon which students may draw when contribiiting to the 

creative process (e.g. new play development. independent production. 

srna11 ensembles). Secondly. university studies tend to be intrinsically self- 

clirected in nature. Success in a self-employment context rests upon high 

clegrees of self-direction and self-motivation. 

Emerging performers with a Liberal arts background are able to put 

to use cntical thinking and research skills honed at university to identiw 

opportunities. put together a career developrnent strategy. access funding 

and manage and promote their careers. The only element that seems to be 

missing in such prograrns is an orientation to the business aspects of the 

profession which would aid students in making connections between their 

education and performance opportunities. 

The high degree of self-employrnent in the sector provides one 

compelling reason as to why such career related courses ought to be 

delivered within the university program. Perfonning artists have access to 

very few institutional frameworks through which the delivery of such 

courses might effectively be coordinated. once they have moved outside of 

formal education and have been dispersed into the profession. 



In the early 1990's there were more than 84 baccalaureate degree 

granting perfoming arts programs in music. theatre. and dance. offered 

by universities across Canada. (Rossignol 250) A fundamental 

prerequisite for almost al1 performing arts programs i s  a certain level of 

ability and ski11 as  demonstrated through an audition. Students who make 

it past the first hurdle of the audition spend the next 3-4 years gaining an 

academic understanding of the art fom while developing performance 

skills and techniques through study and in controlled performance 

situations. Practical performance opportunities are often counted as credit 

towarcl a degree. 

Performing arts degree prograrns in Canada tend to balance the 

academic aspects of an education with training in the skills and 

techniques of a particular artform. Degree prograrns are sometimes offered 

in different streams which are presumably intended to serve differing 

career goals. At the University of Toronto for exarnple. one may complete 

a Bachelor of Music in either performance or education. 

In Alberta credits eamed at college can generally be applied toward 

an undergraduate degree. With this arrangement it is conceivable that a 

student codd commence his or her performing arts studies at the college 

level. where they would be introduced to career relevant business skiils 

and then transfer to a University where credits earned could be applied 

toward a Bachelor Degree Program. Students could then explore the 

academic loundations of a particular arts discipline while honing 

performance skills and techniques. With this a s  an available option it is 
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highly doubtful that any student would opt to f i s t  complete a university 

degree program and subsequently complete a college program. 

Few students still desire to pursue postsecondary education in 
separate phases. Most enter college or university with multiple 
purposes that include both liberal education and career objectives. 
These goals are not mutually exclusive or inconsistent but can be 
blended in beneficial ways. (Toutant 14) 

Although there are advantages in this arrangement. 1 would 

suggest that exposure to the business end of a performance career would 

be more beneficial at a later point in the educational process. Once 

stucients have an understanding of the academic foundations of their art 

forni and gained some command of their skills they would be in a better 

position to prepare a career development plan tailored to their interests 

and abilities. Nevertheless the combined college/university option has its 

advantages. Students taking this educational path would at least emerge 

into the profession with some understanding of the real-life skills they 

will need in order to manage their careers. 

Recently . the theatre department at Mount Royal College in Calgary 

hired the artistic director of a local professional theatre Company to design 

and deliver a course on the business of producing theatre. The ?4 credit 

course covered such topics as production management. grant writing. 

fund raising. box office management. media relations. marketing, publicity 

and new play development. 

Not surprisingly. coilege performing arts programs generally include 

ciimculum that is  vocational in nature. In an examination of calendar 

descriptions for college performing arts programs in 3 provinces (Alberta. 



B.C. and Ontario) it was found that most uiclude courses related to career 

self-management. Like the universities. the cumculum of these colleges 

usually also includes opportunities to build performance skills and 

techniques. Perhaps in a deliberate attempt to differentiate their 

cumculum from that of the universities. such programs tend to have 

minimal academic content. 

A nurnber of colleges in Ontario have integrated courses similar to 

the one offered by Mount Royal College. into their performing arts 

programs. Colleges which have been unable to access either n e c e s s q  

resources or community expertise for the design and delivery of such 

tailored courses. have developed sorne creative cross-departmental 

relationships to address these needs. 

The list of required courses for the performing arts certificate 

program at Centennial College in Ontario. includes 2 generic marketing 

courses as well as arts related core courses. These are not courses offered 

through the perlorming arts department. but the regular course offerings 

of another department within the institution. This is a cost effective way of 

utilizing existing resources to address idenmed needs. On the negative 

side this approach i s  less specific to the particular business needs of the 

arts. Nevertheless. the very presence of such courses is positive in that it 

alerts performing arts students to the fact that business demands are part 

and parcel of a performance career. 

There have been some interesting cumcular developments in other 

institutions a s  well. White Mountain Academy of n i e  Arts. in Elliot Lake. 
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Ontario. is an independent visual arts training school. Established by the 

White Mountain corporation. an amalgam of city government. pnvate 

enterprise and first nations organizations. the school offers three and four 

year certificate. diploma and associateship programs. 

The cumculum is largely studio based but includes academic 

aspects in the form of art history courses. One of the most striking 

features of the Academy's cumculum is that in every year of the program 

students are required to take a course on 7 h e  Art of Businessq. The 

description of the third year prograrn T h e  Art of Business III" seems 

perfectly designed to assist artists in making the transition lrom school to 

the profession. 

The course is intended to advance students' knowledge in a broad 
range of business concems related to art. Students will study art as  
a small business: marketing. sales. contracts. running a gallery. 
working with a gallery. dealing with large and small scale museums 
and the basics of arts administration. 

What these types of curriculum initiatives have in common is a 

fundamental recognition that programs in the arts constitute a 

professional education. 



Toward The Definition of a Professional Performance Career 

Outside of arts circles deflnitions of a 'professionaï almost 

invariably lean on financial criterion. The line drawn in the sand seems to 

be between doing something for fun. or the love of it (amateur) versus 

doing it for Uie money. This oversimplified definition of a professional 

simply cannot be applied to the arts. 

To apply this rigid measure to Lana Skauge's stint as a fiind raiser. 

would be to suggest that dunng that period of time. Skauge could not be 

consiclered a professional performing artist. One could claim that her 

status as a professional rested on her membership in Equity. Yet if one 

were to set membership in a professional association a s  the sole criteria 

upon which the definition of a professional career rested. this would 

suggest that artists and companies like Odyssey Theatre. who are 

earning their living in the profession but choose not to take up 

membership in such associations. are therefore not professional. 

In 1999 the Department of Canadian Heritage asked the Cultural 

Human Resources Council to assist them in their atlempts to arrive at  a 

working definition of a professional performing arts career. This is a 

slippery concept to nail clown. Given the uneven work patterns and 

financial compensation an artist can expect from year to year. 

professionalism clearly c a ~ o t  be measured solely by how much or how 

ofien a performer is paid. Likewise. membership in an appropriate 

professional organization cannot in itself define a performing artist as 



professional. Such membership is not mandatory, and it is certainly not 

automatically conferred upon the completion of related studies. 

CHRC identified 3 elements present in the careers ofvirtually al1 

active professional performing artists. A professional career as identified 

by CHRC rested on the following 3 dimensions: 1. Economics 2. 

Recognition 3. Practice and Development. The percentage of one's career 

devoted to each dimension a t  a given point in time might change 

according to the type of career in question and its stage of development. 

CHRC's mode1 allows for fledbility and shades of meaning within each 

dimension. 

Within each of these three aspects are many shades of meaning. 
While the term econornic is often taken to imply financial 
compensation. in the case of the performing arts this term could 
extend to include management or business activities related to the 
development of a career and any efforts made to seek an audience or 
a public forum. The recognition dimension would include not only 
public recognition in the form of reviews or audience response but 
also peer recognition which might take the form of membership or 
certification through a related professional organization. or through 
grants. awards or festival participation. Last. but Car from least. 
there is the aspect of ongoing practice and professional 
deueloprnent. This is perhaps a defming characteristic of arts 
professions. Jus t  as a lawyer must 'practice* law. an artist must 
relentlessly practice their art. (Tabet 5) 



Performing Arts Programs: Academic or  Professional? 

1 return now to the point made earlier regarding the affiliation of 

professional programs in music (The Toronto Conservatory example) with 

universities. If  performing arts training has historically been regarded as  a 

form of professional education. is it not therefore logical that performing 

arts departments should be regarded as  professional schools within a 

university? Music and drama programs already have certain features of 

professional education in that they integrate academic study with 

opportunities for practice in a performance context. Professionai programs 

generally include an  on-the-job training component (eg. Internships or 

practicums). Recitals and productions can simulate this aspect of 

professional experience in performing arts programs. These types of 

activities however. fa11 somewhat short of an actual intemship in that they 

do not necessarily provide actual contact with members of the profession. 

Furthemore the student's responsibilities are generally limited to 

concerns of an artistic nature. 

=le use of the term 'training' in this discussion. has the potential to 

spark con troversy. Most arts practitioners acknowledge that performing 

arts programs. of necessity. have considerable overlap between those 

objectives related to education and those related to training. Still the word 

'training' for some. is a potentially loaded term. 

In one of the break-out sessions a t  the 1998 CMEC conference 

1 was part of a working group which included the Director of A.U.C.C. 



(The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada). three highly 

placed Federal Govemment bureaucrats. a representative from the Alberta 

Ministry of Education. another sector council representative like myself* 

two university professors and a board of education tmstee. The discussion 

focussed on issues related to improving school-to-work transitions. 

Ostensibly we had been gathered for the purposes of improving lines of 

communication and cooperation between government. industry and 

education. 

Unfortunately. the hostile reaction of educators to words like 

'entrepreneurial'. 'skills'. 'training* and 'career' were enough to halt any 

potentially useful discussion of the subject a t  hand. To some of the 

members of academia present the word 'training' was seen as a red flag. 

Unfortunately. such emotional responses can become stumbling blocks to 

improvements in coopention between concemed parties. The distance 

between the words 'education' and 'training* may in fact be the same 

ideological chasm which presumably separates the goals of an academic 

education from that of a vocational education. 

This is a chasm in the performing arts which must be broached. 

After all. studies at a conservatory of music are often referred to as 

training. One trains one's voice. or trains as a musician. Students of 

drama likervise are said to receive training in such skills areas as  voice or 

movemen t. 

Professional schools within universities are generally less resistant 

to the idea that training (as in teacher training) is a fundamental 
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component of the prescribed course of study. Indeed such training is 

generally formalized "In regulated professions such as law, education and 

social work. an internship is generally required in order to obtain a license 

to practice." (Stark 92) Professional schools can hardly indulge in an 

aversion to vocational education when field experience is so often a 

fundamental part of their programs. In striving to provide students with a 

comprehensive education professional schools must endeavour to 

embrace both the theoretical and the practical. 

"The most characteristic part of a professional preparation program 
is the practicum. internship or clinical experience where the student 
is guided in integrating theoretical knowledge and technical skills.* 
(Stark 99) 

In recitals or school productions a music or drarna student is given 

similar opportunities to integrate theory and practice in a performance 

context. Professional training is thus already an integral aspect of most 

university performing arts programs. "The old false dichotomy between 

training and education has blurred. The focus has shifted to learning and 

the leamer.- (CMEC) Until this 'false dichotomy" has been dissolved 

university performing arts departments will continue to be called upon to 

rnaintain a balance between the educational and training goals of their 

programs. 

For some training programs, there is a balance that must be struck 
between the academic demands of the institution a s  a whole and the 
program's desire to train people for professional life in the indusm. 
Performance programs in the university setting must ensure 
professional life in the industry. Performance programs in the 
university setting must ensure that the student maintains an 
academic standard in a progmm consistent with the policies 
es  tablis hed by the university's Senate.. . . .This duality of focus 



illustra tes the interna1 conf'lict some training programs expenence. 
Striking the appropriate balance between the development of 
specific skills and development of the complete individual pose a 
difficult academic dilemma. (Becker 25) 

Referring back to the characteristics of a career defmed as 

professional 1 would argue that for the perforrning arts. the balancing act 

is even more difficult it is a three way juggling exercise. The definition of 

a professional career. you may recall is seen to rest on the presence of 3 

aspects or dimensions: economic. recognition and development. Allowing 

that there will be inevitable overlap in activities which address more than 

one eclucational objective one might roughly correlate dimensions of a 

profession with aspects of education in the following way: 

Echcat ional Pat h Profession 

Academic * Development 

Practice(Skil1s) Recognition PERFORMING 

Career Management Economic ARTS 

Medical students go through similar steps in roughly the same 

orcler. with the final phase of the training experience(residency or career 

self management) being the most practical and calling for the highest 

clegree of persona1 responsibility. 

Academic * Course Work 

Practice(Skil1s) * In temship MEDICAL 

Responsibility * Residency 



Program Reform-Perspectives and Possibilities 

To contend that perforrning arts programs should be viewed a s  a 

forrn of professional education. rather than simply as an academic 

specialization. is to introduce a variety of considerations with regard to 

program design and delivesr. 

In planning to introduce or expand career programs. liberal arts 
colleges need to be aware of unique charactenstics of professional 
programs. It is important to recognize that such programs involve: 

( 1 ) special relationships with the extemal environment 
(2) faculty with varying backgrounds and orientations 
(3) specific intended educational outcornes 
(4) a broad range of curricular debates and 
(5) specific types of educational activities. (Stark 92) 

In departments where the background of most faculty members is 

largely academic it may be necessary to bring in experienced professionals 

from the local community a s  sessionals or adjunct professors to deliver 

career related courses. The artistic director brought in to deliver a course 

for Mount Royal College provides an exarnple of this approach. It is 

perhaps somewhat easier for a college to engage local professionals a s  

instnictors. Colleges are typically less compelled to hire faculty according 

to level of academic credentials than are universities. 

Too often faculty development policies and programs fail to include 
adjunct faculty members. This unfortunate oversight should be 
corrected when a college or university adds career-oriented 
programs. Traditionaily business. journalism and other 
professional areas have welcomed active practitioners to their 
instnictional staffs on a part Ume or temporary basis. (Stark 88) 



Such arrangements are not uncornmon in a number of university 

professional programs. It is important to bear in mind that 'the 

backgrounds of professional program faculty often differ from those of 

liberal arts faculty and frorn each other. "Qualified candidates . . . . . .may 

hold a professional master's degree rather than a doctorate or may have 

spent several years as  practitioners before entering academe." (Stark 93) 

In virtually any major Canadian centre there can be found 

professional performing artists who have successfully negotiated their own 

entry into the profession and who would be happy to pass on their 

expenences to ernerging artists. given fair financial compensation of 

course. There are a number of performing arts faculties in Canada which 

do just that. "Art 1s Never A Given" the Report on Professional Training in 

the Arts in Canada notes that such links behveen the worlds of training 

and practice are critical to the success of training programs. 

Educational institutions which do not rnaintain regular contact with 
practising professionals have difficulty integrating practice a s  it 
really is. Some teaching institutions already work in close 
collaboration with those in practice. Teachers in the theatre 
programme at Sir Wilfred Grenfell College of Mernorial University of 
Newfoundland in Cornerbrook. for example. are working 
professionals hired for limited penods of time ... There is more than 
one advantage to this method: in addition to discovering what the 
profession is really like and being better prepared both intellectually 
and technically. the student can begin to develop the professional 
network so necessary to launching a career. (Rossignol 23) 

The University of Calgary. where there are no courses on career seK- 

management. has often brought in self-employed artist Lana Skauge to 

teach acting. While there is no question that Skauge's performance 



background contnbutes greatly to her effectiveness as  an  acting teacher. 

her cumulative experiences in self-production and promotion could be 

very effectively put to use preparing students for the business demands of 

a performance career. 

Internships and apprenticeships have been judged a s  by far the 

most effective f o m  of cultural sector training. (Cheney) However. the 

nature of job entry in the performing arts (auditioning. casting etc.) makes 

it clifficult to establish forma1 CO-op placement opportuni ties for 

perlorming arts students. The challenges are actually quite unique to the 

profession. If a play calls for 5 overweight. over 50 Swedish women what 

possible practical expenence can a 20 something hispanic male stand to 

gain? Similar hitches can occur in music. If the open  calls for a baritone 

and the CO-op student is a soprano no amount of training will be able to 

alter the voice to fit the part. 

There is one course offered by the University of Calgary's theatre 

department at the honours or graduate level. which has the potential to 

introduce students to the business of theatre. The course is a practicum. 

or unpaid internship in other words. with one of the local theatre 

companies. The student receives credit for a work-term placement with a 

local theatre. 

In light of evidence compiled by CHRC certain considerations 

should be taken into account when setting up internships or practicums. 

Firstly it is unlikely that such practicums would offer students the 

opportunity to participate in the actual artistic processes of theatre 
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production. This would likely be due to union constraints and to the non- 

audition nature of the intem selection process. Given that many theatre 

companies are starving for administrative support it i s  more likely that 

internships would be arranged in theatre administration. As we have seen 

in the case of Lana Skauge. an administrative internship with a small 

theatre Company can provide performers with a valuable leaming 

experience related to the business of the profession. 

However. in larger theatre companies. where lines of responsibility 

are often more narrowly drawn. interns might be pressed into specialized 

tasks like ushering or stuffing envelopes and would be exposed to a much 

narrower range of experiences. A second concern is that the student. who 

thus far presumably has had no exposure to the business of theatre. is 

usually responsible for arranging and managing his or her own practicurn. 

Students who are organized and pro-active enough to set up such a 

practicurn are probably already well on their way to developing the skills 

they will need in order to manage their own careers. 

Some might argue that student productions presented by a 

university's theatre department would qualifjr as this type of training. 1 

would agree to a certain extent but would contend that. for such activity 

to qualib as an internship. students would have to take on responsibility 

for al1 aspects of production. from play selection and royalties to budget. 

and from set building to box oflice. 

I t  is interesting that Carleton University has never had a theatre 

program. but in fact supports one of the most effective theatre internship 
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prograrns going. Sock'n'Buskin Theatre Company has been in operation at  

Carleton University for over 10 years. It has always been student run. The 

executive. or production team. is elected annually by members of the 

Company. The company applies to the university every year. for a modest 

budget arnount with which to launch each season. Mernbers of the 

company share responsibilities of al1 aspects of theatre production. 

Students submit to the student executive recommendations regarding play 

selection and proposals for production and direction. There are general 

auditions for al1 parts. and responsibility for publicity and box office is 

shared by perfonners and executive alike. 

Most importantly the company is charged with getting the maximum 

impact out of a minimal budget. This is in essence the reality of 

performing arts production. whether dealing with the development of a 

touring vehicle. a children's theatre company. the professional not-for- 

profits or self-production at a fringe. 1 believe Dr.Dan Ackroyd. a 

Sock'n'Buskin alumnus. would agree. A number of Sock'neBuskin alurnni 

have gone on to swell the ranks of the professional theatre world in 

various performance and production capacities. It i s  unfortunate that 

Carleton has never taken the extra step that would marry the English 

department's excellent theatre related courses with the natural 

intemship e'cperience of Sock'n'Buskin. 

I bring in Sock'n'Buskin as it is an excellent example of how a 

university can create on-campus internship opportunities. The key is that 

students must assume all responsibility. To formalize the learning aspects 
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of the experience a knowledgeable faculty advisor would have to be 

appointed to be available for consultation. observation. supervision and to 

conduct a season de-briefing seminar. 

The Carleton University Music Department's Free Friday concert 

series could conceivably be transformed into a similar type of intemship 

opportunity. Performance space and time. which is aiready currentiy 

committed to guest artists, could be shared with students. Musicians 

could develop their own ensembles. select or write their own repertoire. 

create their own programs and then promote the performances. This 

would be an excellent e-uperience which would equip students with the 

skills to access non-traditional employment opportunities. Indeed if the 

department were to offer music students credit for a practicum placement 

with Sockan'Buskin Theatre. some wonderful creative cross disciplinary 

pollination might occur (models such a s  The Canadian Brass and 

Quintessence spring to mind). 

1 suggest these ideas as alternatives to internships or 

apprenticeships with professional cornpanies. as most non-profit music 

and thea tre organizations simply do not have the infrastructure to 

properly support an intern. Furthemore. most performing artists. I'm 

assuming, would prefer to take part in an intemship which offered 

opportunities for performance. Professional theatre companies, orchestras 

and opera cornpanies are subject to union constraints which limit the use 

of non-union performance personnel. Non-union or amateur cornpanies 

may not be so constrained but then the question arises a s  to whether the 
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student is tmly receiving an opportunity to perform in a professional 

milieu. 

The Drarna program a t  Queen's University in Kingston. has put to 

use the professional experience of adjunct faculty in new and innovative 

programs specifically related to the business of theatre. Greg Wanless. the 

artistic clirector of Thousand lslands Playhouse in Cananoque. is a 

niember of the faculty a t  Queen's. I spoke with Greg about the subject 

nintter of my thesis at the National Theatre Conference in Saskatoon in 

May of 1998. My preliminary research into university performing arts 

programs hacl revealed significant gaps in l e m s  of curriculum related to 

business skills. Queen's. at the time. was no exception in this regard. It is 

grati-ng to note that since then. Queen's has begun to offer 4th  year 

courses in the drama program which seem designed to address such gaps. 

The following are descriptions of honours year Drama courses a t  

Queen's University taken from the 2000/200 1 calendar. The phraseology 

is distinctly academic. but it is refreshing to see the inclusion of business 

related topics like funding policies. marketing, and equity. 

DRAM-47610.5 A study of the relationship between the evolving cuitural milieu and the 
theatre. Topics rnay include funding policies, practitioners' associations, equity, 
performance spaces. 
DRAM-47910.5 A seminar exptonng the ancillary aspects of theatre spectatorship. Topics 
may include dramaturgical notes, programs, lobby displays, marketing of theatre. 

Engaging sessionals or adjunct faculty is usually less costly than 

adding to core faculty. however the financial constraints on some 

institutions may stiil prohibit the engagement of specialized faculty. In 

such instances a performing arts department wishing to add career 



dimensions to their program might investigate the approach employed by 

Centennial College, by including business related courses offered through 

another department. 'Given the interdisciplinary nature of most 

professional fields. it is likely that there are some current professors in 

other departments who could be employed productively in career 

programs." (Stark 87) 

Realist ically specking this approach can have certain disadvantages. 

Courses may be too singular in Cocus. Marketing. for example. is only one 

of 6 identified business skills needs for artists. Furthermore. sorne 

instnictors may find it difficult to extend basic concepts to address sorne 

of the specific challenges of the performing arts where the 'product' is an 

'experience' rather than something you can put in a bag and take home. 

Canada Council. to its credit. did a t  one point provide CUILD with 

some ~insolicited marketing advice. Having eventually taken notice of the 

quartet's success Canada Council flew out a marketing hotshot to give the 

group a one day course in niche marketing. At this point GUILD was 

already fairly well established so the free assistance wasn't critical to the 

group's success one way or another. It's a good thing. The course may 

have been highly appropriate to the context and population base of a mega 

city but it was fairly irrelevant to the local touring and performance 

market. What boiled down to a marketing 101 seminar was too generic to 

be of much use. And because GUILD straddled two of the Council's ngid 

disciplina- lines. music and theatre. this was where the help stopped. 



Such are the pitfalls of over- generalized cumculum. Bringing in 

professionals from the immediate cornrnunity to teach career related 

courses may be a way around such pitfalls. Apart from the obvious 

benefits to be derived from an instructor's familiarity with the imrnediate 

professional climate. such an arrangement has the potential to foster 

informal mentorship relationships which might lead to the establishment 

of cornmunity contacts for the student. 



Establishing Links-Education and The Performing Arts 

Performing arts training programs which establish and maintain 

strong links with the irnrnediate professional community. a s  we have seen 

in the case of Jon Alexander, can facilitate the transition from school to 

the profession. Unfortunately the active involvement or industry 

professionals in university performing arts programs tends to be the 

exception rather than the nile. 

A more active involvement by universities in sectoral human 
resources strategies is both consistent with their social obligations 
as defined by the institutions themselves and complementary to 
their academic missions .... Innovative and effective solutions must 
be found through continued coilaboration between the university 
sector. industy and both levels of government. (Drewes 4) 

A number of performing arts education and training programs have 

advisory cornmittees which include members of the profession. however 

the general feeling seems to be that such ad hoc industry involvement is 

only minimally influential. Improved coordination of activities which 

actively bring together students and representatives of the sector is viewed 

as  desirable. 

Industry representatives ( particularly in the field of performing arts) 
express widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of training that 
people receive in the educational framework.. . . The general 
perception by the industiy is that the graduates of these programs 
are not adequately prepared for the profession. They felt that these 
programs did not address the needs and requirements of the 
industry. They suggest that educators should take a look at what 
they are offering and what the community needs to ensure a greater 
degree of harmony." (Becker 25) 



Sector Councils see a need for improved linkages between education 

and industry. The hope is that such linkages will stimulate program 

reforms which incorporate current human resources development needs. 

A number of the councils spoke of the need for better management 
of the transition from educational institution to the workplace. 
Some suggested solutions focussed on closer links with educational 
institutions to iduence  existing program content. 
(Larratt-Smith 20) 

Government appears keen to support the development of stronger 

partnerships between post secondary institutions and industry sectors. 

The Ontario Task Force on Advanced Training concludes that 

Much of what is required to better meet the skills needs of the 
sectors can be accomplished through better communication 
between these sectors and the universities. Universities also need 
the financial resources to respond to these needs. Ontario 
universities should review needs for tram-disciplinary skills such a s  
entrepreneurship. marketing and financial skills and methods of 
incorporating these skills into university cunlcula. (Drewes 6) 

Indeed one of the fundamental intentions of Human Resources 

Development Canada in seeding the creation of national sectoral councils. 

was to contnbute to improved communications and the development of 

frui tful and effective partnerships. 

Findings show that there are a lack of formal linkages between 
representatives of the performing arts industry and educational 
institutions in developing training programs. Such programs were 
attempting to address the needs of an industry without any direct 
information a s  to what those needs are. (Becker 28) 



Educators apparently view the problem from quite a difTerent 

perspective . offering the opinion that "The industry i s  making little 

contribution of note to the training process." (Becker 28) 

The Cul tura1 Human Resources Council. and other sectoral 

council's are an important non-partisan mechanism for closing the school- 

to-work gap in post-secondary cumculum. 

Although initially seeded by government funds. CHRC is an 

indepenclent organization. supported mainly through its membership of 

cultural organizations and self-ernployed cultural workers. Council's 

primary concern is for the human resource development needs of the 

sector. Program funds from govemment flow to the sector through CHRC 

to such programs as  the Youth Intemship Program. Positioned between 

government coffers and industry needs CHRC in a unique position. Acting 

on behalf of the human resources needs of the cultural sector CHRC is 

able to petition government for the support of initiatives targeted to meet 

such needs. 

The strength of sectoral councils to contribute to governrnent's 
agenda cornes primarily from their capacity to assist in predicting 
and planning for future human resource requirements. As a 
genuine partnership of employer and employees from within a self- 
defined sector. councils can assemble a wealth of factual knowledge 
and experience. (Larratt-Smith 3) 



The Role of Govemment 

From the point of view of the Ontario Government the establishment 

of such formal linkages is critical to desired improvements in the quality of 

pos t-secondary education and training. 

The Task Force proposed a number of system changes to link 
colleges. universities. business and industry in Ontario in designing 
advanced training programs. It cited a wide variety of structural. 
policy and attitudinal changes that must occur if Ontario's 
postsecondary sectors were to meet the needs of leamers more 
effectively. (Ontario 1996 84) 

A s  we have seen the B.C. govemment has made significant progress 

in facilitating industry/institution linkages. this is due in part to pro- 

active involvement on the part of the provincial govemment in lobbving for 

legislative and policy reforms. Govemment participation in such activities 

is viewed as critical to their success. 

Participants saw governrnent as playing a key role as that of 
enabler. They saw the govemment taking the role of faciiitator a s  
well as providing the financial support necessaq to bring 
stakeholders together to discuss skiil requirements and to 
encourage partnerships between industry and post-secondary 
institutions. (CMEC Proceedfngs) 

Philosophically. if not fmanciaily. provincial governments have 

indicated their willingness to support such system changes. Sector 

councils have compiled information on sector needs. For the next step. 

cumculum reform. the onus falls upon the institutions. In the United 

States: -A central feature of reforrn has been a reassessment of the course 



cumculum. This is an important debate. and any discussion about higher 

education must take it into account." (Maxwell 93) 

Governrnent financial support to universities is being stretched ever 

more thinly as institutions are being cailed upon to address an ever 

wvidening range of objectives. With school-to-work transitions as an 

expressed priori ty of many provincial governments. an appropriate 

response would seem to be financial interventions targeted at  cumculum 

reform. 

Nthough the revamped cuniculum may be delivered under the 

auspices of educational institutions. such reforms are actually serving 

labour market adjustment goals. Bearing this in rnind. funding for such 

initiatives need not necessarily draw on already strained education 

budgets. 

Provincial responsibility for education. until recently. tended to 

focus on education in broad terrns, rather than on education as 

preparation for the workforce. Recent devolution of responsibility for 

labour market training to the provinces has in some jurisdictions. 

prompted provincial govemments to expand beyond the type of singleness 

of vision which has previously held the goals of education in isolation 

Srom the needs of the workforce. In the two year period from 1998 to 2000 

most provincial governments signed labour market agreements with 

Human Resources Development Canada. These agreements tram fer 

responsibility for labour market training. along with HRDC transfer 



payments as a means through which provincidy driven labour market 

adjustment initiatives may be supported. 

If it is agreed that curriculum reform is key to systemic 

improvements within the educational system. and if provincial 

governments are truly committed to facilitating school-to-work transitions, 

then it follows that financial support from the province should logically 

llow to such initiatives. Improvements in the B.C. and Alberta post- 

seconclary systems are arguably the result of government support in this 

regard. 

An infusion of cash might go a long way toward inspiring 

greater willingness and cooperation on the part of universities. Such 

funcling could initially support pilot projects in key disciplines and 

institutions. Once established. labour market geared courses within the 

reformecl program could be sustained with labour market adjustrnent 

fiincls. This would be particularly appropnate if institutions were to use 

such funds to engage industry practitioners for course delivery. 

Sectors want a more active dialogue with universities. They also 
want a practical orientation included in university cumcula so that 
graduates corne equipped not only with a good cornmand of their 
discipline but also with 'real world* skills to apply in the working 
environmen t. (Drewes 7) 

Benefits would accrue to youth: who would be better prepared to 

enter the profession. to industry: which would be able to welcome better 

prepared new entrants to the profession. to institutions: which would be 

able to maintain greater program relevance through irnproved access to 



industry. and to govemrnent: whose youth employment burden would 

presumably be lessened as a result. 

According to a CMEC study. some of the characteristics of 

reforrned education and training systems in countries committed to the 

development of a world class workforce are: 

A long t e m  cornmitment by govemment (both political rvill and 
resources) 
Flexibility in delivery of competency based cuniculum 
Emphasis on more and better school-to-work pathways 
Relating learning to the rvorld of work 

We have seen evidence of this in British Columbia where the 

provincial govemment has demonstrated a high level of commitrnent to 

siich goals and where post-secondary institutions have responded in a 

Ilexible and cooperative manner. 

Sectoral Councils. as representatives of industry, are well placed to 

infom the process of system and cumculum reform having developed a 

knowledge base from which to draw information on human resources 

development needs. 



CHRC- Career Information and Internships 

As a national body. comprised of cultural labour force practitioners. 

CHRC has undertaken a number of studies and research initiatives and 

from which it has developed programs and resources specifically intended 

to aclclress the human resources development needs of the sector. 

Specifically in 1997 and 1998 CHRC launched major Career Awareness. 

Youth Intemship and Curriculum Development Projects and Programs 

designed to assist new entrants in making the transition from education 

to occupations. These initiatives were consistent with the identified 

characteristics of etrective learner transition systems. 

Systems for successful school- to-career programs.. .are first 
preceded in the education system with career awareness. Secondly. 
education programs develop strong academic and employability 
skills as well as indus@ related skills and ... finally there is effective 
communication. cooperation and collaboration among al1 
components of the system. (Toutant 14) 

The need for relevant career information was one of the pnority 

human resource development needs identified through research 

conducted by CHRC. Govemment has long been supportive of this type of 

initiative. having formerly provided such informatibn through Canada 

Employrnen t Centres. Such initiatives were usually funded by well- 

meaning bureaucrats who had no meaningful connection with i n d u s e .  

In 1995 1 was excited to learn that The Department of 

Canadian Heritage had funded the publication of arts related career 

information. The set of publications under the collective title Getting 

Started were apparently intended as a "How To" booklets for artists 



wuishing to launch a career. The idea was a good one. and Heritage is to be 

commended for its support of such an idea. However. a perusal of these 

booklets revealed them to be little more than some expensively published. 

encouraging hype and a marginally useful bibliography. 

The introductory paragraph of each booklet had been contributed by 

a well knowvn professional artist. This was the hype 1 referred to. and the 

only substantial text in the booklets. The lof@ tones of this text may vexy 

well have encouraged students to aspire to the noble life of an artist. but 

they provicled a fairly unbalanced view of real-life in the industry. 

CHRC saw a clear need for the development of cultural sector career 

awareness materials which not only communicated the range of 

opportunities within each discipline but also laid out some of the basic 

features of a cultural career (e.g. self-employment) and the skills needed to 

build such a career. 

In 1998 CHRC. with the assistance of HRDC. published a 

series of career awareness booklets. These booklet drew on the expertise of 

CHRC's indus@ contacts to pass along to students unvarnished 

information and advice about the true nature of a career in the arts. 

There are six booklets in CHRC's Careers in Culture series, each of 

which focuses on a particular sub-sector within the cultural workforce. 

The booklets which focus on careers in the fields of music and drarna are: 

Now Hear This: Careers in Music and Sound Recording and The 

Spotlight's On: Careers in Film. Television. Radio and The Live Perforrning 



Arts. (See Appendix B Words On The Move. Careers in Writing and 

Publishing.) 

Each booklet begins with a student interest inventory. a 'Career 

Cunosity Checklist'. then moves on to consider challenges. opportunities 

current trends and future possibilities for the industry. The section on 

What Artists Do" profiles a broad cross-section of professionals in the 

industry providing brief bios. testimonials and words of wisdom. The 

following profile of actor Zaib Shaikh is excerpted from The Spotlight's On. 

(Harrison Spotlight p 10) 

Zaib always wanted to be an actor. and has received his B.A. 
Honours in Theatre and Drama and a college diploma in Acting. "As 
well a s  auditioning for work. I'm learning to create rnv own 
opportunities." Zaib has CO-founded a theatre cornPa& and received 
funding for a high school play about drinking and driving. "The 
skills 1 leamed writing essays at university helped me to write a 
good grant proposal.' Zaib says actors need many other skills to 
s u ~ v e .  -Looking for work requires good organizational and time- 
management skills. And. since you have to comect with directors 
and agents. you need great 'people' skills." 

The booklet goes on to suggest career and education routes. work 

search strategies and even gives sample resumes. Only the last 3 pages of 

the 32 page booklet are devoted to uidustry contact information and a web 

bibliography. If this type of career Wonnation were put into the hands of 

performing arts students. it might not teach them how to manage their 

careers. but it might at Ieast make them aware of the management and 

business skiils demands of the profession. The booklets are reasonably 

pnced ($7 each) and are available through CHRC. There is also a Career 



Awareness CD ROM available from CHRC which allows students to 'ûy 

out' various cultural occupations and career paths. 

CHRC has made some inroads in distributing these booklets 

through secondary school boards and through university career 

counselling services. There is a need. however to get such materials into 

the hands of performing arts department faculty rnembers. who are often 

the last forma1 educational point-of-contact for students embarking on a 

performance career. Unless school-to-work transitions are made a pnority 

in performing arts departments it may be difficult to ensure that such 

material is made available. 

CHRC has been active in the coordination of workplace based 

experiential learning opportunities for recent graduates. In 1997. again 

with the support of HRDC. CHRC put into place its Youth Intemship 

Program for recent cultural sector graduates. Internships of from 6- 12 

mon ths were hos ted and CO-sponsored by cultural organizations from 

across the country. Within 3 years of its inauguration the program had 

already proven effective in providing students with a stepping stone from 

education into the workforce. 

It should be pointed out that the workplace based structure of this 

type of prograrn is not ideaily suited to the needs of performing arts 

students who will be embarking on careers of a primarily self-employed 

nature. It is possible. as with the case of Lana Skauge, that an 

administrative internship could be beneficial to a student in contributing 

to the developernnt of related business skills. The only problem with this 
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would be that organizations which sponsored such projects would lose an 

investment of time. money and training into the intem's development. 

should the intern move on to establish his or her own career. 

CHRC's Career Awareness materials offer an avenue through which 

students may be made aware of the realities of a career. CHRC's Youth 

Internship Program may provide emerging artists with opportunities to 

build career related business skills in the workplace. These initiatives 

adclress some of the needs of an effective learning system. The most 

effective learning systems also include 'education prograrns which 

develop strong academic and employability skills as well as industry 

related skills." (Toutant) Still required Uierefore would be a formal 

eclucational component. in other words a course. related to the 

clevelopment of business skills for artists. 



CHRC- COMPETENCIES AND CURRICULUM 

In 1997 CHRC convened a meeting of the self-employment 

cornniittee. wi th members representing each cultural discipline and drawn 

from across the country. to consult on the development of a chart of 

competencies for self-employed cultural workers. CHRC subsequently 

cleveloped a chart of competencies on Career Management for self- 

employecl artists. A copy of the chart is attached as Appendix C. 

There are 9 basic areas of competency outlined in the chart. A self- 

ernployecl artist should be able to : 

A Develop a career strate@/plan 
B Promote and market their art/work/product 
C Develop a workplan 
D Identify and access resources 
E Manage Financial Matters 
F Manage Legal Matters 
G Manage Information 
H Communicate effectively 
1 Demonstrate Personal Cornpetencies 

Each basic area of competency within the chart is further broken 

daim into specific skills and competencies. The section on Financial 

Matter details the related skills an self-employed artist will need. How to 

create a business plan 

1. How to determine the value of their work 
2. How to manage a budget 
3. How to manage an accounting system 
4. How to pay people. taxes. suppiiers. etc. 
5. How to collect money 
6. How to apply for grants or loans 



Taking the cornpetencies outlined in the chart a s  its basis CHRC 

commissioned the creation of cumculum. in the form of a learning guide 

specifically geared to the needs of self-employed cultural workers. The 

initial developmental phases of the project were seeded by HRDC. The 

learning guide. titled Making It: Charting Your Course to A Successful 

Career in Arts and Culture. was completed and validated by industry 

representatives early in 2000 and is expected to be in print. and available 

through CHRC by 2001. (See appendix D) 

The Council expects that the cost of the guides will be quite 

reasonable (under $20). Perlorming arts faculty or industry professionals 

could use these guides as  a blueprint to aid in the design and delivery of 

curriculum which can be custom tailored to the needs of a particular arts 

department or discipline. The guides could also be used as  students 

tests. Ideally such courses would be delivered by faculty with a 

background in the profession or by local industry professionals brought 

in as sessionals or adjunct faculty members. 

Performing arts departments who wish to establish connections with 

local industry professionals to aid in the design and delivery of a course 

based on the guide. could contact CHRC or a related professional 

organization (eg. Equity. A.F.of M.) to help establish such contacts. CHRC 

already has a well-established network of industry professionals and has 

plans to develop a data base of cultural sector mentors and trainers. 



Conclusion 

Preparing Perfomers 

We have established that. for students of the performing arts who 

intend to pursue a performance career. there is a need to learn business 

skills. Statistics have shown that a very high percentage of these aspiring 

artists move through the university system. Provincial governments in 

Canacla have indicated their commitment. in p ~ c i p l e  at least. to the 

support of program refonns which will improve school-to-work transitions. 

CHRC has devetoped resources to serve these needs. It would seem 

thererore that al1 of the puzzle pieces have been identified and located. Al1 

that is left is the matter of putting the pieces into place. Who will make 

the first move? Who will set things into motion? 

Judging that most universities are cash-strapped and that 

universities in some provinces. like Ontario. have historically been 

uncooperative when asked to serve governrnent goals related to vocational 

eciiication. it seems unlikely that the first move will corne from this 

quarter. CHRC. as a senice organization is able to provide resources to 

address such human resource development needs. but a t  this point has 

no program funding for the support of a pilot project. hovincial education 

budgets are severely strained. Even if monies were freed up from 

education budgets for the purposes of cumculum refom. coordination of 

activities in accordance with identified sectoral needs would still need to 

be established. 



Given that these cumculum reforms straddle the space between 

education and the labour market. 1 would suggest that the logical first 

move should be made by govemment. with monies from Federal Labour 

Market Agreement transfer payrnents which have been earmarked for 

labour market adjustment initiatives. Cuniculum reforms targeted at  the 

improvement of school-to-work transitions would fit neatly within the 

scope of labour market adjustment goals. 

In B.C. partnerships. between federal and provincial levels of 

government. industry and institutions. have inspired and supported some 

v e y  useful initiatives. Getting Into The Act. is a student lnendly career 

information booklet detailing the multiplicity of career paths available in 

the burgeoning local film industry* and linking such careers to 

educational institutions in the province which offer relevant programs. 

The booklet was created and published by the Vancouver Cultural Alliance 

in partnership with provincial and federal levels of government. industry. 

sector councils and institutions. 

Another exemplary partnership is to be found in The Bridge 

Program". a partnership between ACTRAWORKS (the training arm of 

ACTRA). Langara College in B.C. and the film industry. "The Bridge 

Program- is the brainchild of ACTRAWORKS director and former Ryerson 

Instructor Neil Dainard. 

Dainard has designed and delivered a pilot program which includes 

3 components: course work in business skills. workshops in media 

specific skills and a mentorship/internship component which takes young 
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artists ont0 film sets. As endorsed by ACTRA the course cames an extra 

degree designation which will be added to credentials of graduates. 

Successful completion of both Langara's theatre program and the course 

entitles graduates to apply for apprenticeship status with ACTRA. This 

"foot in the door" of a professional Assocation would be a tremendous 

boon to emerging artists. In Vancouver. where the film business is 

boorning. the strengths and advantages of such a program are quite clear. 

Achieving success with such a program in a smaller centre is arguably 

less feasible. but the program is nevertheless a good mode1 of 

industry/institution interaction and cooperation. 

Equity or the Musician's Union could conceivably design and 

facilitate similar initiatives. This is assuming of course the coopention of 

interestecl institutions and industry partners. together with the availability 

of funding to cover direct costs and administrative overhead. 

Unfortunately the offices of these associations. and thus the 

administrative infrastructure necessary to support such initiatives. are 

only to be found in a very few major Canadian centres. 

The most accessible, dordable and flexible solution. 1 believe, 

would be for provincial govemments to use labour market adjustment 

funds to create prograrns to support curriculum reforrns and pilot 

projects. A suggested title for such projects might be the "Stepping 

Stonew program. University performing arts departments could apply to 

government for funds to support initiatives geared to the improvement of 

school-to-work transitions. Prograrns would provide students with 
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current information on the performing arts profession together with 

training in business skills for self-employed artists. 

Apart frorn the fact that one c m  earn a degree. there are other 

reasons why a university would seem to be the appropriate vehicle for the 

delivery of such courses. The academic foundations of university Uberal 

arts programs provide a broad knowledge base which students may draw 

upon when contributing to the creative process. (e.g. new play 

clevelopment. independent production. small ensembles). Secondly. 

university srudies tend to be more self-directed in nature. Success in a 

self-employment context rests upon high degrees of self-direction and self- 

motivation. 

Emerging performers could put to use critical thinking and research 

skills honed a t  university to identiQ opportunities. put together a career 

clevelopment strategy. access funding and manage and promote their 

careers. The communications and performance skills would already be in 

place. The only element left to be acquired would be an orientation to the 

industry which would help students make the connection behveen their 

leaming and employrnent opportunities. 

Funding would support the delivery of compulsory one semester 

courses in career self-management. to be completed in the fimal year of a 

baccalaureate degree prograrn. To ensure relevance such courses would 

be modelled upon CHRC's chart of competencies and follow the pattern of 

curriculum laid out in CHRC's learning skills guide Making It. ldeaily 

these courses would be tailored to community needs through the 
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involvement of local professionals in both the design and delivery phases. 

Pilot funding for these programs would cover the salary costs for one 

sessional for one term per academic year plus related costs. The program 

could be coordinated and funded through provincial ministries of training 

and education. Alternatively. a pilot program with a broader Pan- 

Canadian scope could support initiatives across cultural subsectors and 

across the country. A national program might offer certain advantages in 

that resultant successful program design and delivery models (which cut 

across sectors and across provincial boundaries and prejudices). could be 

macle wiciely available to governments. institutions and industry. Such a 

program could be funded by HRDC and coordinated through CHRC. 

If CHRC curriculum and self-management guides were to be directiy 

used and learning outcornes evaluated according to CHRC assessment 

criterion. such courses could cany a special accreditation designation. 

endorsed by CHRC and recognized by industry. ldeally perfonning arts 

career self-management courses would be accommodated within an 

undergraduate's regular course load. Students are already stniggling 

under burdens of debt at graduation. Combine this with the high rate of 

self-employment in the profession and it seems doubly d a i r  to ask 

students to pay for additional training d e r  graduation. Most artists will 

go on to invest far more energy and talent into their careers than they will 

ever recoup. I t  has often been noted that the largest single source of 

subsidy to the arts cornes from the artists themselves. through their 

selfless donation of tirne and creative energy. 
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Creative Careers-Making The Leap 

The changing climate of the performing arts in Canada and the 

identification of alternative routes to performance success make it clear 

that wve need to equip young artists to "Make A Living Making Art". 1 hope 

that a consideration of the identified needs and the availability of 

resources and materials to address them. will prompt individuals and 

governing bodies who make and shape post secondasr performing arts 

curriculum to examine the relevance and effectiveness of their prograrns of 

stucly. 

It is further hoped that govemments and arts funding bodies will 

step in to financially encourage the development of projects and programs 

to meet these needs. Ideally such professional courses would become 

mandatory for performing arts students in the final year of a university 

program. Such courses would aid artists in making the transition from 

education to profession. The subsequent stimulation of independent 

performing arts activities may inject a fresh wave of creativity into 

Canada's cultural scene. 

GUILD. we may recall, was left to leap the gap from education to 

prolession, without a net. This leap of faith opened a window for them on 

a world of performing arts opportunities which had previously been 

unknown to them. In order to take advantage of these opportunities four 

singers had to add business and marketing skills to their range of talents. 

After GUILD disbanded its members continued to utilize these skills in the 



development of new performance ventures. GUILD CO-founder Hal Kerbes 

invested his business and artistic skills into the development of Shadow 

Productions. a very successful improvisational theatre company which 

has grown steadily over the past 9 years and now regularly provides 

employment to more than 50 actors. The company has built a good local 

ancl touring business producing original murder mystenes. 

improvisational theatre. Christmas shows. medieval feasts and special 

events. Michael Shields. another GUILD alurnnus moved on to establish a 

solo career. He is now a singer. songwriter. recording artist and award 

winning film composer who CO-owns and mns a successful recording 

stuclio and film music production company in Calgary. 

We need not soft sel1 the realities of the business of making a living 

in the arts. It's time to train a new breed of performers who have their 

heads in the clouds and their feet fhnly on the ground. As one self- 

ernployed artist described it. a career in the arts is in essence 'A mixture 

of magic and the mundane." (CHRC coderence) 

The solution is simple. Enable artists to create art. Equip them with 

career management skills and business sawy. Point them in the direction 

of opportunity. Push them out of the nest. There is no real alternative to 

the proverbial leap of faith when it cornes to setting out on an arts career. 

There is howvever a net which can be put into place before hand. Sending 

out Young artists with a backpack full of both creative and business skills 

\vil1 hopefully set the stage for a release of creative potential and 

innovation the mes of which has been never seen. 
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1 HAVE A CUPPA! 
It's' the end of the schooI year. 

You're dealing with final tests. reports, 
field trips, sports days and year-end 

1 events, ail of which carry with them their 
1 o m  special stress. 1 h o w .  So relax for 
1 a bit. ~ a v e  a cup of tea on me and read 
1 up on what's gone on this past year. 

Learn how to get your fund raising event 
for fiee. Take a look at the events of this 
year's Children's Festival and let's look 
ahead to Christmas. Relax. Have 
cuppa and read on. (h by a f f w b  

HAYE YOU 
MPERIENC~D 

"MOTHERLOAD"? 
(ECS - G W E  6) 
LANA'S of MOTHER- 

LOAD at the Calgary International Chil- 
dren's Fesitval was a tremendous HIT! 
Parents and kids were left with lots of 
belly Iaughs and lots to think about. Ex- 
pect ORIGINAL STONES AND 
SONGS about the joumey of many dif- 
ferent MOTHERS and their impact on 
the lives they touched. Children L e  sen- 
sitive and feel a farnily's tension when 
parents bccome too busy in LANA's 
story cailed MOTHERLOAD. Mothers 
have special remedies for the blues in a 
rochy anecdote called 1 FEEL GOOD. 
GRANDMA'S HANDS will remind eve- 
ryone how special it is to come from the 
hardworking prairie life and MATTA'S 
WISH will paint a picture of love sur- 
rounding a very unusud adoption. You 
will be clapping. cheering, listening and 
lovinç every minute as LANA gives you 
her best with non-stop entertainment and 
music 

Music by TOM DOYLE. 
50 minutes mnning tirne. $275. 
(GST incl.) audience limit.300 
COMNG TO A SCHOOL NEAR 

YOU SEPT. 23 - NOV. 1,1996. 
Book now for special oEer! 

C U S  VISXTS? 
LANA can tailor hm talents to your 

needs. She has taught extensively and 
can offer workshops in the following ar- 
eas: storytelling and building, play build- 
ing y d  cullective creatiow. creating a 
one woman show and voice and body ex- 
ploration. Cost depends on TiME and 
NCTMBER OF PARTlCIPANTS and is 
negotiable. 

PEOPLE! 
If you book one 

of LANA's shows be- 
fore September 30, 
1996 your school will 
be eligible for LANA's 
m R A 1 S I N G  OF- 
FER. This means, one 
school will be chosen 
to use LANA as a 
means to raise tiinds 
for your school. This 

" L a m  Skat~ge r~.rnrtrds ris how 
Ïmporrarrt stoyfeflers are... Itt this MTI '- 
artentirni s p i  age. this d m  dt!senws krr- 
dos for i k i r  back-IO-basrcs apyrwch to 
etitertainirrg childrett. " Attika I b ~ r  Wyk. 
Calgan, SUN. (A40 THERI.OAD) 

ABOUT CHRISTMAS 
LATELY? 
What do you mean you don't want to . 

think about Christmas? LANA'S love for 
Christmas is infectious! She already has 
three shows penainin~ to the subject but 
just can't seem to stop! This year. book A 
STORY FOR CHRISTMAS early! Ex- 
pect LANA to transforrn herself into an 
old woman who talks about Snow Angels 
and then she'll take you through the cold 

weaving winter tales 

Y m  will be cIappIItig. chcerrttg. 
lisrtwitg ard lovirlg evety mitrute ... 

evening event would indude preliminary 
organizational help from LANA and one 
of hcr shows for m!!! 

'Skmgc i o u c k  a sentiin*. chni  wrih hcr 
powerfil. h - i o - c o r i l ~  style* 

Dipi  CMrwrr),, Cdg- Heraki 
"MOTWERLOAD" 

mVE FOR IR. & SR. 
HIGB STüDENTS ? 

TONS!!! Drama Classes are weL 
come to book LAVA for storytelling 
demonstrations and/or workshops. 
LANA has numerous pedonnrnces that 
are appropriate for this age group. Some 
examples: THE SKYWATCHER, 
WHALE SOUNDS, THE DANCER 
NO FiXED ADDRESS, MATTA'S 
WISH, STUBBLE JUMPER and SAS- 
KATCHEWAN WMORiES to name a 
few . 

of wonder as your 
hearts warm to the no- 
tion that the best gifi 
at Christmas is you. 

This show will 
tour Novcmbtr 18 - 

Dcccm ber 20/96 
S0min.run time 

$275 (GSTincl) 
audience: 3 0 
SHE'S AG 

READY BOOKED 
DA TH!! 

bID YOU ~ O W . . .  
*that this nem xason marks LANA's 

1 8th year as a Professional Actor? 
+ t h  LANA has written 1 1  one 

wornan shows in the last 9 years? 
+that LANA sings? 
'that LANA has traveled across her 

own country and Britain perfonning and 
directing her original work? 

+that LANA is a Recording Artist 
and her tape can be purchased at SAND- 
CASTLE BOOKSTORE? 

* t h  LANA is a Mom? 
* t h  LANA has becn honoured with 

a plaque Rom Assumption School for 
her support of their book program? 

'that LANG'S composer is 
TOM DOYLE? 
'that LANA is in constant demand? 

"t fomm. don't bc srllv. Momn?,: pst sing 
fhe sonp. ' .-bric hgster. Luna's son 



O sou s i g n  conrracts? Are you aware of your rights as an author? Do you want 
to make yourself known in your community and beyond? D o  you want to know 
Iiow ta make Sour money work better for you? Making It is intended to providc 

insight on thcse and other important carccr dcvelapmenr issues to cmcrging and lxfinning 
prafessionals in the cultural field. 
Drawing on the cxpcrtisc of experienced professionals in the cultural scctor Cf-iRCis is 
devcloping hfaking It in ordcr to throw some light on kcy information and skills ncccssary 
to the launch of a successful clreer in the cultural scctor . Thc guide is structured around 
a set of questions which self-employcd artists and cultural workcrs find thcmsclvcs asking 
on a rrgu1;ir basis. By providing gcncrd answers to thesc oftcn asked questions the gui& 
provides clcar information and practical advicc on the various faccts of carccr manage- 
ment in the field of arts and culture. 

A separate chapter is dedicatcd to cach of six major thcmcs : 

Establishing your Creative and Business Development Plan. 
Marketing and Promoting your art, cuituraî product or service. 
Managing projects and production 
Managing human and matenal resources 
Managing money and finance 
Managing legal aspects of your career 

1. First Step : Planning Your Career in Arts and Culture 
This chaptcr provides guidance on  how ta rcflect on  your personal and professional 
aspirations in a structured and pnctical manner in order to incrcax the odds of  making 
your drcams corne truc. 
Tapics covered in thie chaptcr includc; 

How to set creatively chailenging yet realistic career objectives. 

How to develop a business plan based on both artlstic and career develop- 
ment objectives, a plan which takes into account personal lifestyle choices. 

How to ftnd the assistance you need to help you plan effectively, with a bal- 
anced consideration of your creative and business devetopment goals. 

II. Making Yourself Known : The Art of Self-Promotion 
This chapter includes information on on marketing stntcgics, promotional tools, media 
relations, ncworking, cxpnrt market devclopment, artist cooperatives*and more. 

III. How to Manage Your Projects from A to Z 
IWhethcr you'rc writing a book, making a film, mounang an cxhibit, cutung a record or  
producing a show success is contingent on a balanccd combination of  creativc talent and 
management skills. In ordcr to successfully undcrtake a projcct or  production you will 
nced to know how to asscss the risks involvcd, how to gauge the projcct's potential for 

siiccess, how to set up a rea6sùc workplan, how to obtain the rcquircd resourccs, Iiow to 

coordinatc the efforts of al1 involved, and more. 
Topics covered in this chapter incliide : 

How to decide whelher to gel involved in, postpone or abandon a project. 
How to develop an effective action plan. 
How to coordinate and control the accomplishment of a project or production. 
How to evaluate a completed project and lean from it's success or failure. 

TV. Keep your Eyes Open : Available Resources 
6uccess oftcn depcnds on an abiliry to acccss and utilize the many often unrecobmized 
resources rcadily availablc to aid artisis and cultural workcrs in the establishing a carrer 

Topics covered in this chaptcr include : . How to draw up a list of professional associations related to your cultural 
discipline . How to identify various government prograrns that could be of assistance. 

O What kind of information should be included in a mode1 grant application.. 
How to find the professional services you need at a reasonable cost. 

O How to set up a good filing system. 

V. Keeping Track of Your Money 
In order to pay the rcnt whilc pursuing your crcative goals you will nccd to know how to 

crack your business and financial resourccs and commitmcnts on a daily basis. 

Topics covcrcd in thie chapter 

How to prepare and follow a budget. 

O How to organize your accountlng system. 

How to negotiate services with financiai institutions. 

O How and when to invoice. 

How to benefit from tax exemptions and credits? 3- 
VI. The Rules of the Game : Legal Dimensions of Your Career 

carcer, confront issues or  situations with Icgal implications. 

"r Self-ernploycd arusts and culmral workcrs alrnost incvitably, at somc point in thcir 

Topics covcrcd in this chapter 

HOW to find a good tawyer. 5 3  
How to negotiate, execute and fulfill contracts or agreements. 

How to protect yourself against losses and damage. 

HOW to protect your copyright. - II 
How to defend agalnst legal action? 0 
What your legal obligations are. 
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